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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this paper is to study the retail 
banking industry in Hong Kong. In particular, we have 
focused our study on the Standard Chartered Bank. Standard 
Chartered Bank is one of the note-issuing banks in Hong 
Kong and It has many branches. However, in Hong Kong, the 
retail banking market has been dominated by the Hong Kong 
Bank. In addition, a number of Chinese banks and foreign 
banks are beginning to increase their efforts to gain 
market share. In other words, Standard Chartered Bank may 
feel pressure from both sides. On the one hand, it may 
want to continue its efforts to try to catch up with the 
market leader. On the other hand, it certainly faces the 
challenges by some market followers, and it has to work 
hard to maintain its position. We are interested in 
studying the position of Standard Chartered Bank, which is 
not the market leader and with whom a number of other banks 
are in severe competition. 
We had undertaken a literature review, three focus 
group discussions and a quantitative consumer survey. (We 
interviewed 66 SCB customers and 67 non-SCB customers to 
obtain information for this study.) From our study, 
basically, it seems that although SCB outperformed Bank of 
East Asia and Bank of China, Hong Kong Bank and Hang Seng 
Bank are still the market leaders in the retail banking 
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industry. These two banks are particularly strong in 
providing convenient location. In addition, Hang Seng Bank 
is still perceived as the bank providing the most courteous 
service in Hong Kong. However, respondents with SCB as 
their major banker saw little difference between SCB and 
Hong Kong Bank and Hang Seng Bank. This gives good signal 
to the effort of SCB in maintaining customer loyalty and 
confidence• 
SCB, based on our study, should continue to work hard 
to improve its image and service quality. Although SCB is 
generally perceived to be a large bank with "quite good" 
image, respondents did not provide good feedback on 
aspects of SCB's service, like courtesy of staff, 
convenience of location and queuing time. An internal as 
well as external campaign is recommended to promote the 
bank's commitment to provide high quality service and put 
customers as their focus. 
Another interesting finding was on the Open Counter 
design. SCB took the initiative to renovate their branches 
with the new design. However, it seems that respondents 
were used to the traditional "Closed Counter" design and 
did not think that the Open Counter design was that 
beneficial. SCB may wish to evaluate the Open Counter 
concept, or consider using more advertising to "educate" 
customers that they can enjoy a more cosy banking 
environment with the friendly Open Counter design. In the 
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latter case, more customers will begin to feel the comfort 
of the Open Counter design and this may help SCB to win 
more customers from competitors (which do not provide such 
a cosy banking environment)• 
The study on selection criteria, likes and dislikes 
provided an update on customers' preferences. For SCB to 
survive it must return to basics, reassess its operations 
and focus on a customer-led strategy. Banking is changing 
rapidly. Convenience is no longer only represented by a 
large branch network. The future size and shape of bank 
networks present both a puzzle and a challenge as the 
market and technology are transforming the industry, 
through automatic teller machines (ATMs), credit cards, 
phone banking and other innovations. Although banks 
compete most fiercely on services, it is necessary for SCB 
to benchmark the competitive pricing and charges in the 
market as today's customers have also become more 
sophisticated and price conscious. 
vi 
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The purpose of this paper is to study the retail 
banking industry in Hong Kong. In particular, we have 
focused our study on a major retail bank in Hong Kong - the 
Standard Chartered Bank. Standard Chartered Bank is one of 
the note-issuing banks in Hong Kong and it has many 
branches. However, in Hong Kong, the retail banking market 
has been dominated by the Hong Kong Bank. On the other 
hand, a number of Chinese banks and foreign banks are 
beginning to increase their efforts to gain market share. 
In other words, Standard Chartered Bank may feel pressures 
from both sides. On one hand, it may want to catch up with 
the market leader. On the other hand, it faces the 
challenges by some market followers and it has to work hard 
to maintain its lead. 
We are interested in studying the position of Standard 
Chartered Bank, which is not the market leader and with 
whom there are also a number of other banks in severe 
competition. 
In this Chapter, we will first study some background 
information on the retail banking industry in Hong Kong and 
some information on Standard Chartered Bank. Then in 
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Chapter � � � w e will discuss some "literature" that has 
studied the various aspects on banking. In Chapters ��� 
and � V , we will discuss in more detail how we conducted our 
study. We will discuss our findings in Chapter V before we 
conclude our study in Chapter VI. 
The reader may wish to refer to APPENDIX 1 for a 
schedule of our study. 
Let us first have an overview of the background 
information on the banking industry in Hong Kong： 
Overview of the Banking System in HOHQ Kong 
The Banking Industry in Hong Kong 
Over the past decade, numerous changes have taken 
place in Hong Kong's banking sector. It has effectively 
been transformed into a functional international financial 
centre where not only are financial transactions booked but 
actual operations are carried out. The wave of banking 
internationalization since the oil crises in the 1970s 
brought about an influx of foreign banks, especially when 
the Hong Kong government lifted the moratorium on bank 
licensing in 1978. Unlike Singapore, Hong Kong is an 
integrated financial centre with no delineation between 
offshore and domestic banking business. Thus, foreign 
banks could always ”intrude" into the domestic market 
provided that they have been granted a bank licence. This 
has created intense competitive pressure in the domestic 
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banking sector. 
Categorization of Banks in Hong Kong 
The Legal Structure 
The banking structure in Hong Kong is a three-tier 
system which is formed by three types of institutions that 
are authorised to take deposits from the general public� 
(i) Licensed Banks； (ii) Restricted Licensed Banks (RLBs) 
(formerly known as Licensed Deposit-taking Companies)； and 
(iii) D e p o s i t - t a k i n g companies (DTCs) (formerly known as 
Registered Deposit-taking Companies). Licensed banks 
provide normal banking and consultative services. 
Restricted licensed banks are investment banks or merchant 
banks which accept deposits of high denominations, 
underwrite securities and provide financial advisory 
services on issuance of securities and merger and 
acquisitions. Deposit-taking companies are finance 
companies whose services include taking deposits, granting 
loans to medium to small businesses and factoring and 
leasing. 
Country of Incorporation 
Another common method of bank categorization is by the 
country of incorporation of its head office. At the end of 
1992, the number of licensed banks incorporated outside HK 
was 134 which comprised 82% of the total. Less than one-
fifth are incorporated locally. 
Country of Beneficial Ownership 
Sometimes, it is more meaningful to group banks in 
Hong Kong according to the nationality of their ownership 
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(by majority share holding) or management. Until 1986, 
there were no official statistics on the number of banks by 
country of ownership. Both analysts and practitioners have 
categorized banks in Hong Kong into four groups: the 
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Group; the Bank 
of China Group； the foreign banks； and the local Chinese 
banks, the number of which become minimal after the 1982-86 
banking crises. The office of the Banking Commissioner 
started to publish statistics by country of beneficial 
ownership in 1986. In 1992, Japan had the largest number 
of banks (37), followed by the United States (15 banks), 
Hong Kong (15 banks) and China (15 banks)• As compared to 
the results from 1986, there is a continuing rise in the 
number of Japanese bank which may be attributed to the 
process of financial liberalization in Japan, and rising 
Japan foreign direct investment in, and trade with, Hong 
Kong and China. 
Note Issue in Hong Kong 
In the old days of the Silver Exchange System, bank 
notes issued by private joint stock banks in Hong Kong, 
which carried the promise from the issuing banks to redeem 
them at their equivalent specie value in silver, were 
widely accepted. The Oriental Banking Corporation first 
issued bank notes in 1845, and was followed by the 
Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, London and China in 
1858 and the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China 
in 1862 . By 1865, notes issued by the Agra and Masterman' s 
Bank Ltd and by the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank Ltd, along 
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with the above three issues, were in the approved list of 
the Treasury. 
The Agra and Masterman's Bank collapsed in the banking 
crises in 1866, and the Chartered Mercantile Bank lost its 
power to issue bank notes when it gave up its charter in 
1892 but its rights were revived later under an Ordinance 
passed in 1911. The note issuing banks were not allowed to 
print small denomination notes below the face value of $5. 
Following the Currency Ordinance in 1935, the private bank 
notes of the three prevailing note-issuing banks, namely 
the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation； the 
Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China； and the 
Mercantile Bank of India Ltd; were officially made legal 
tender for the first time. 
The current issue of banknotes in Hong Kong is done by 
the Standard Chartered Bank and the Hongkong & Shanghai 
Banking Corporation (HSBC). It is governed by the 
following ordinances, in addition to the terms in the Royal 
Charter of SCB and the HSBC ordinance:一 
(a) Bank Notes Issue Ordinance 
(b) Fiduciary Bank Notes Issue Ordinance 
(c) Exchange Fund Ordinance 
All banknotes issued, with the exception of Fiduciary 
Note Issue, have to be supported by a Hong Kong Government 
Certificate of Indebtedness (with no return) for the same 
amount. These certificates are denominated in HKD but 
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since 17 October 1983 when the HKD/USD peg-rate was 
introduced they have had to be settled between the note 
issuing banks and the Hong Kong Government in USD at the 
peg-rate of 7.8. 
Regulatory Framework of the Banking System 
Following the banking system reform in 1986, there 
were certain regulatory issues established, the salient 
features of which are summarised in the following headings� 
Licensing of authorised institutions 
The Governor in Council is empowered to grant a 
licence on an application made through the Commissioner of 
Banking. As far as overseas banks are concerned, the 
requirements to open a branch in Hong Kong are as follows� 
a. incorporation in countries the supervisory authorities 
of which ("the home authorities") have established, or 
are actively working to establish, the necessary 
capabilities to meet the minimum standards for 
supervision of international banks recommended by the 
Basle Committee; 
b. consent of the home authorities has been obtained for 
the establishment of a branch in Hong Kong； 
c. total assets (less contra items) in excess of US$16 bn 
based on the footings of the whole banking group of 
which the applicant is a member (this figure to be 
reviewed annually)； and 
d. availability of some acceptable form of reciprocity to 




The statutory minimum paid up capital requirement for 
locally incorporated institutions was raised in March 1989, 
to take effect, in respect of institutions authorised at 
that time, on 10 March 1991. The increase took account of 
inflation and brought the amount into line with the 
standing and substance expected of companies permitted to 
accept deposits. The amounts then required are $150 
million for locally incorporated banks, $100 million for 
RLBs and $25 million for DTCs. 
Capital Adequacy Ratio 
Hong Kong fully implemented the Basle capital adequacy 
framework on 31 December 1989. All locally incorporated 
institutions except one met the minimum ratios set for them 
in 1992. 
Liquidity Ratio 
The local requirement in Hong Kong is to maintain a 
minimum liquidity ratio of 25%. 
Examples of problem banks in Hong Kong 
During 1982-6, six banks and a subsidiary of one of 
these banks had to be rescued by direct Government action 
primarily in terms of financial backing. In two cases, the 
Government took over the banks completely. A common 
characteristics , of all these banks was that they were 
primarily family owned. �Illegalities or fraud, however, 
did not figure prominently as causes of their difficulties, 
but poor management did. Indeed, during the 1970s and 
\ 
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1980S, no bank entered into liquidation proceedings. 
Unlike the overall Government policy of non-intervention in 
the private sector, in the case of banks, the Hong Kong 
Government has stepped in promptly and generously to 
provide support. However, the Government did not provide 
financial support to the Bank of Credit and Commerce in its 
collapse in 1991, because the Government stated that there 
was no adverse impact on the exchange system of Hong Kong. 
History of S t a n d a r d C h a r t e r e d Bank (SCB) Hong Kong 
The Standard Chartered Bank (SCB) has grown and 
prospered with Hong Kong for the past 130 years. The bank 
is a familiar and trusted face in Hong Kong and a major 
force in the economy of Hong Kong. The bank is the oldest 
bank in Hong Kong and one of the note issuers. Set out 
below are the milestones of the bank in Hong Kong: 
1859 First branch of The Chartered Bank was established. 
1862 The Bank, as permitted by the Royal Charter, began to 
issue its own notes. 
1933 The site No. 4-4A Des Voeux Road Central, was 
purchased. 
1959 Re-construction of the Headquarters were completed. 
The new building was the tallest in Hong Kong at that 
time. 
1962 Tsuen Wan Branch was opened and is now the oldest 
existing branch. 
1967 The first bank in Hong Kong to introduce an on-line 
computer system. 
1973 The first bank in Hong Kong to introduce autoteller 
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service which is now known as "Moneylink". 
1981 Opened the 100th branch - Yau Oi Branch. 
1984 Issue the new $20 notes. 
1985 The Chartered Bank changed its name to The Standard 
Chartered Bank. 
The Bank introduced a new series of reduced size 
banknotes except for the $500 notes. 
1986 The old Headquarters was demolished. 
A new image for the Bank and branch renovation 
programme began. Fu Shin Branch was the first to be 
renovated. 
1 9 8 7 Construction of the new Bank building at No. 4-4A Des 
Voeux Road began. 
An on-line banking service. Electronic Banking 
Services (EES) was introduced. 
"Moneylink" linked up with Jetco creating the biggest 
ATM network in Hong Kong. 
1988 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n of the new Teller Terminal System -ISC 
Pinnacle System - to improve customer service. 
1989 Issued the new reduced size $500 notes. 
Topping out the ceremony of the new Bank Building was 
performed. 
1990 Grand opening of the new Standard Chartered Bank 
Building. 
1991 Experienced 2-day bank run due to rumours. 
1992 Launched the Phone Banking service. 





As at Dec 31, 1991, Standard Chartered Bank Hong Kong 
had over 4,000 staff and total assets which exceeded HKD 90 
billion, being the third largest banks in Hong Kong 
following Hong Kong Bank and Hang Seng Bank (which is 
controlled by the Hong Kong Bank). 
Critical Issues 
Increase in competition 
Licensed banks in Hong Kong have grown both in number 
and size in the last few years. The number was 164 in 
1992, compared with 148 in 1986. The percentage of banks 
with total assets over HKD 10 billion soared from 30% in 
1986 to 85% in 1992. Such an increase has urged the 
Standard Chartered Bank to improve its quality of service 
in order to maintain market share and bank image. 
In addition. Bank of China will become another note 
issuer before 1997. The "Note Issuing" feature will 
enhance consumers' confidence toward the banks of the B〇C 
Group. Moreover, The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking 
Corporation Ltd. (HSBC) has become one of the ten largest 
banks in the world, after acquiring the Midland Bank in 
summer 1992. 
The progressive moves by the market leader (HSBC) and 
the market follower (Bank of China) have exerted much 
pressure on SCB, which feels its present position being 
sandwiched by its competitors. SCB management wants to 
\ 
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seek ways to maintain present competitive position. 
Adverse News 
Besides the increase in competitors, there has also 
been certain news affecting the image and perceived 
competitiveness of the Standard Chartered Bank. This 
includes� 
a. The huge loss in the operation in India 
"The India charge amounted to STG 272m, •.. There will 
be no quick solution to it, and considerable 
uncertainty surrounds its eventual outcome.•.", (South 
China Morning Post, 11 March 1993) 
b. Sale of Headquarters Building 
"Standard Chartered Bank has sold its Hongkong 
headquarters building for $900 million to Amoy 
Properties to bolster the bank's capital base...", 
(South China Morning Post, 23 December 1992) 
Management of Standard Chartered Bank wishes to know 
if the above news might (negatively) affect customers' 
confidence towards and image of Standard Chartered Bank. 
Progressive Improvements in Services 
On the other hand, SCB has made profound progress in 
many areas. It continues to respond to keen competition by 
using more assertive marketing, and it always demonstrates 
its commitment to the core values of quality, reliability 
and responsiveness. These progressive moves include: 
a. Restructuring of the Retail Banking Operation, 
\ 
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advocating the importance of improving quality of 
service to better meet customers' satisfaction; 
b. Introduction of phone banking service (1992); 
c. Open counters to serve customers； and 
d. More progressive promotion and terms for various 
products like mortgage financing, tax loan and credit 
cards. 
SCB believes that these moves have enhanced its 
competitiveness. Management of SCB wishes to measure the 
customers' present attitude towards SCB, before planning 
more progressive quality improvement campaign for the next 
few year. 
In Chapter � � � w e ill discuss in greater detail on 
the adverse news about SCB, and SCB's progressive 




CHAPTER � I 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
In order to obtain more insights into the research 
topic, a number of publications, and various journals on 
retail banking were studied. Two television programmes 
discussing about our research topic were also reviewed. 
Findings and insights from the literature/information 
review are summarized as follows� 
SCB'S Internal Information 
* In the piece "New-look Retail Services Assumes Active 
Role" in the Standard Chartered News (March 1993 
issue), SCB management communicates the new changes in 
the retail service area to all the staff. Major 
changes and the expectations from management were 
provided. 
* In "Looking Ahead-Changes at the Top" in the Standard 
Chartered News (same issue as above), changes in top 
management were communicated to all the staff and 
positive outcomes were anticipated by the changes. 
* In "New Group Structure" of SCB's Group Staff 
Bulletin, the details of the new SCB group structure 
were provided. During 1992, the (SCB) group decided 
to revise its organisation structure to support better 
achievement of their strategic objectives, and to 
improve and strengthen control systems. The new 
\ 
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structure will mean the group is better able to serve 
their customers and face the challenges arising from 
competitors and the markets in which SCB operates. 
* In the speech by Tony Nicolle, SCB's General Manager 
for Hong Kong and China, he announced the interim 
business results of SCB in Hong Kong and that 
performance was considered very good, with 35% growth 
in profits. In addition, SCB's various progressive 
steps like investment in new technology, the 
refurbishment of branches, and the repositioning of 
branches into better locations were mentioned. 
Books 
* In "Strategic Alternative-Selection Development & 
Implementation” by William E. Rothschild, he worked 
out many useful models on strategic management. He 
also elaborated the marketing-based, production-based 
and innovation-based strategies in the analysis of 
successful management strategies. These analyses 
provide a concrete framework in the final analysis of 
marketing tactics and strategies for credit cards, 
which is one of the important aspects of modern retail 
banking. 
* In "Citibank, 1812-1970", Harold van B. Cleveland and 
Thomas F. Haertas provided detailed records of the 
banking and financial incidents during the period. 
The scope covered not only events related to Citibank, 




* In "Marketing Research, Methodological Foundations", 
Gilbert A. Churchill, Jr. provided a solid framework 
for conducting market researches. Various skills and 
limitation of traditional and modern research methods 
were discussed in great detail. 
Journals. Theses and Resp-arch Reports 
* In "Interpreting the � m a g e of Banking" by Lewis 
Mandell, Ran Lachmann and Yair Orgler, attitudes 
toward banks were examined. It was found that the 
image toward banks is likely to have both positive and 
negative components. A positive or negative attitude 
on one factor does not necessarily reflect onto the 
other factors. 
* In "Measuring Commercial Bank Customers" Attitudes 
toward the Quality of the Financial Services Marketing 
Relationship' by R. Kenneth Teas, Michael J. Dorsch 
and James H. McAlexander, study was made regarding the 
relationship between attitude and bank's behaviour. 
Commercial customers were found to possess positive 
attitudes toward long-term bank relationships in which 
the banks (1) are responsible to the commercial 
customers' requests, (2) initiate interaction with 
their customers, (3) are knowledgeable about their 
customers' business and business needs, and (4) 
develop close, informal working relationships with 
their customers. 
* The article ”Customer Satisfaction with Bank Services� 
A Multidimensional Space Analysis" by Luiz Moutinho 
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and Douglas T. Brownlie also studied the relationship 
between a bank's service and its customer's attitudes. 
One of the foci of the study was the examination of 
customers' attitudes toward ATMs. 
* In "Financial Centres in Asia� Implications for Bank 
Marketing in Hong Kong" by Kitty Young and Kin-Chok 
Mun, various challenges to today's bank marketer were 
discussed. In the study, bank customers were found to 
be more knowledgeable about financial services, and 
they demand products that are flexible, high yielding 
and yet low in risk. Besides product features, 
pricing is becoming increasingly important as 
customers look for alternative ways to maximise their 
gain. Moreover, as Hong Kong grows into an 
international financial centre, promotion is not only 
concerned with the image of the bank in Hong Kong but 
also with its global reputation. 
* According to "Integration with Information Access" by 
Stephen F. Stine, banking today is more reliant on 
information access than ever before. Emphasis was 
also made on a balance between high technology and 
cost benefits. 
* In "Automation Offers Customers Faster, Cheaper 
Services" by Tan Lee Hock, a variety of new software 
packages which can simplify retail and wholesale 
transactions were studied. 
* The article "Measurement of Customer Perceptions of 
the Retail Bank Service Delivery System" by R. Kenneth 
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Teas and John Wong studied the important aspects of 
the retail banks service delivery system. They 
included (1) general bank personal service, (2) teller 
personal service, (3) reaction capacity, and (4) 
location convenience. The research results supported 
the hypotheses that retail bank customers' perceptions 
of these issues may be related to customer 
satisfaction and intentions to do business with the 
bank in the future, intentions to purchase additional 
products and services, and intentions to give the bank 
a larger percentage of the customer's business. 
* In "Rebirth for Asia's Banks", by Matthew Montagu-
Pollock, today's competitive environment of the 
banking industry was examined. In particular, the 
study pointed out that the information side was the 
key characteristic in today's banking. 
* In her address "Retail Banking� Marketing in the 90s", 
Alice K. Y. Lam pointed out several key issues in the 
banking industry. They included (1) Rising property 
prices and labour costs have made it more difficult 
for banks in Hong Kong to compete in the domestic 
market simply by adding more branches to their already 
extensive networks, (2) To survive in today's 
competitive environment, banks are making heavy 
investments in new technology in order to improve 
services without having to increase staff, (3) 
Behaving with courtesy toward their customers, (4) 
Training front-line staff and (5) Make the machines 
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smarter. 
* In the article "Most Customers Still Believe in Their 
Banks", a study was made regarding customers' 
attitudes towards and trust in their banks. The 
findings provided some insights on customers' general 
beliefs about their banks. 
* In "Bank and Product Selection: Hong Kong" by Erdener 
Kaynak and Orsay Kucukemiroglu, a study was made to 
differentiate the criteria in selecting banks by 
frequent bank customers and infrequent bank customers. 
The findings provided useful insights for bankers to 
develop the appropriate marketing strategies. 
* In Michael Taylor's article "On the Mend-Hongkong 
helps Standard Chartered's Recovery", the author 
described a number of events that showed that the 
Standard Chartered Bank had recovered from the bad 
times in the U.K. in the late 1980s. 
* The article "Touch an ATM for the Money" by Mark 
Clifford discussed the ease of using ATM in banking. 
Hongkong Bank customers can get cash at 120,000 ATMs 
in 50 countries. ATM had facilitated many banking 
transactions. 
* In "Awards for Excellence 1993", Standard Chartered 
Bank was selected as the best bank in Asia. With 
equally strong bases in Hong Kong and Singapore, SCB 
has risen in prominence and profitability as South-




* In the study by the Consumer Council "Trend in the 
Banking Business - More Fees", a number of issues in 
the banking business were studied. It was found that 
the general trend was the provision of more 
sophisticated services with more charges. 
* In "Worries Brought Along by the Open Counter in 
Banks", a study was made regarding customers' 
attitudes towards the open counter design in banks. 
Around 70% of the respondents of the study thought 
that open counters would attract more bank robbers. 
* In the article "Monopoly in Banking Business will be 
Finished if the Interest Rate Agreement is Abolished', 
there was a discussion on the monopolistic situation 
in the banking industry and the possible outcome if 
the interest rate agreement is abolished. 
Newspapers 
* In "Sharp Rise in Banking Complaints", it was reported 
that customers complained about fees and charges, 
quality of bank services, deceptive sales techniques 
and n o n - d e l i v e r y of service, with complaints about 
quality of services registering the largest increase. 
* In "Increase in Service Fees 'inescapable,", it was 
reported that increased fees for banking service 
provided to Hong Kong customers will be inescapable 
once net interest margins begin to narrow. 
* In "Hang Seng and Security Pacific Rated Top for 
Creditworthiness", the bank rater Capital Information 
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Services (CIS) rated Hong Kong's local banks. One of 
Standard Chartered Bank's competitors - Hang Seng Bank 
scored very high in the ranking. 
* In "Increase in Complaints on Banking Services", the 
Consumer Council advised that recent complaint cases 
on banking had increased. 
* In "Standard Chartered Bank tightens mortgage policy", 
it was reported that SCB adopted strict adherence to 
the 70% rule and cancellation of the preferential 
treatments for civil servants. 
* In "Rumours on Acquisition of Standard Chartered Bank 
by a Singaporean Bank", it was reported that the 
banking community was surprised by SCB's recent series 
of selling assets, speculating whether they were 
gestures of SCB's fading out from Hong Kong. 
* In "Standard Chartered Bank Simplified Organizational 
Structure and Dismissed More than 80 Staff", it was 
reported that more automation and streamlining policy 
will be the trend and more unnecessary labour force 
will be laid off. 
* In ”Punishment of the Four Foreign Banks in the Indian 
Financial Scandal", it was reported that the Indian 
authority was considering fines on foreign banks 
involved in the securities scandal, and SCB was one of 
the foreign banks involved in the scandal. 
* In "Bank with Open Counters� Standard Chartered 
Received Most Robberies", it was reported that among 
all banks with open counter design in a study, SCB was 
\ 
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the victim of most of the robberies. Police officer 
questioned whether open counters might not necessarily 
attract more customers but instead, might attract more 
robbers. 
* In "Bank Denies Mortgage Portfolio Sales", it was 
reported that there were rumours that SCB had been 
selling a huge part of its mortgage portfolio due to 
financial difficulties arising from the Indian share 
scam. However, SCB denied that the sales was due to 
financial difficulties. 
* In "Rumours that Standard Chartered Bank Might List 
Part of its Businesses in Hong Kong", it was reported 
that SCB might consider listing its credit card 
division in Hong Kong. That might be a symbol of 
having confidence in the future of Hong Kong by SCB. 
* In "Standard Chartered Bank Considers to Be Listed in 
Hong Kong and Singapore", it was reported that SCB had 
expanded its investment base and was considering 
secondary listings in Hong Kong and Singapore. This 
is another gesture of SCB's confidence in Asia. 
* In "Standard Chartered Bank Announces Business Results 
in Hong Kong for the First Time"； "Standard Chartered 
up 3 5pc"； and "Standard Chartered Turns its Focus and 
Funds to Asia" , SCB advised the business community its 
earnings had been improved by 35 per cent, up to 
HK$1.26 billion interim profit before debt charges. 
•k In ”Chartered Tightens Rules on Lending", it was 
reported that SCB raised charges on applicants and 
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made stricter assessments of borrowers‘ repayment 
ability. These changes may hamper the image of SCB. 
* In "Interims Suggest End of Good Times", it was 
predicted that the banking sector in Hong Kong had 
passed its peak in terms of the pace of its profit 
growth. On the other hand, it means that keen 
competition will continue to keep profit growth slow. 
* In "Consumer Council Challenged the Monopoly in the 
Banking Industry", the chairman of the Council, Edward 
Chan, pointed out that the banking industry was 
monopolised and the interest rate agreement was a 
typical example of such monopoly. The Consumer 
Council proposed the abolishment of the interest rate 
agreement, which might seriously affect the 
profitability of local banks. 
* In "Some Departments of the Standard Chartered Bank 
Have Moved Away from Central", it was reported that 
SCB's move was to avoid the high land costs in the 
central district. The move was considered as a cost-
saving exercise to foster operational profit. 
* In "Lu Ping Advised that the Note Issuing Status of 
the Hong Kong Bank and Standard Chartered Bank will 
Remain Unchanged after 1997” � the assurance by the 
Director of the Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office of 
the State Council in China provided a lot of 
confidence to SCB's management. 
* In "Some Chinese Banks Use High Interest to Fight for 
Deposits", it was reported that some Chinese banks 
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were aggressively pushing their deposit products in 
the market. Their aggressive moves had increased the 
competition in the local banking sector. 
* In "Challenging the Interest Rate Agreement", the 
Consumer Council once again attacked the interest rate 
agreement as a de facto monopoly unfair to both 
smaller banks and customers. 
* In "Many Banks Issue Certificates of Deposits to 
Guarantee Sources of Capital", it was reported that 
competition in the local banking market has become 
more and more severe. Banks offered high interest 
rates to compete for deposits. 
* In "The Hong Kong Association of Banks Discussed the 
Security Issue"; “Chase Manhattan Bank Evaluates the 
Open Counter Design"； "Open Counters are Open for Bank 
Robbers"； and ”The Hong Kong Association of Banks Has 
Not Reached the Conclusion that Open Counters may 
Attract More Robbers", it was suggested that bank 
robberies were related to their open counter designs. 
However, the argument remains controversial. 
* In ”Consumer Council's Report Pointed Out that Banks 
Have E x t r a o r d i n a r i l y Huge profits", the Consumer 
Council advised that they would conduct a more 
thorough study to investigate the huge profit of local 
banks because of the unfair interest rate agreement. 
* In "Amoy Buys Chartered Building", it was reported 
that SCB sold its Hong Kong headquarters building for 
HK$900 million to Amoy Properties to bolster the 
\ 
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bank's capital base. That was regarded as a gesture 
of losing confidence in the future of Hong Kong. 
However, SCB had advised that the sale of the flagship 
building was merely a move to capitalise on high 
property prices and to direct cash into expanding the 
capital base. 
Miscellaneous 
* In the TV programmes "Introduction of Tellers from 
Mainland China", and "Labour Shortage in Banks", it 
was reported that there was a shortage of tellers in 
local banks. SCB was one of the banks allowed to 
introduce tellers from China to ease the problem. So 




OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 
statement of SCB's Problem 
As discussed in Chapters � and � I , the increase in 
competition and the adverse news has probably hampered 
SCB's image and relative competitive position. However, on 
the other hand, SCB's initiatives to improve its services 
may counteract these negative impacts. 
We felt that efforts must be paid by SCB to sustain 
its market share. Moreover, we want to know where exactly 
SCB now stands in the retail banking marketplace so that we 
will be in a better position to suggest "where SCB should 
go now" . The critical issues mentioned in the last two 
chapters have affected SCB's image in different directions 
and this makes SCB even more eager to assess its present 
market position. 
Research Objective 
The objective of this research project is to generate 
insights and information about the image and market 
acceptance of SCB in the retail banking business arena. 
Specifically, we wish to find out� 
- what features customers presently consider 
important when selecting a bank. 
- customers' attitudes toward SCB. 
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The research fell into two basic parts� Exploratory 
Studies (small sample projects aimed at gaining insights 
and ideas, as well as developing hypotheses), and a 
Consumer Survey (to quantify hypotheses among different 
consumer variables). 
Scope 
Due to the technical complexity of corporate banking, 
we had limited our study only to retail banking areas. 
In addition, we conducted our research project in the 
following sequence� 
(a) Exploratory Studies 
(i) Secondary data analysis 
(ii) Focus group discussions 
(b) Consumer Survey 
The use of exploratory studies (a) (i) and (ii) at an 
earlier stage generated ideas and insights for certain 
important areas of the subsequent consumer survey. The 
data collected at this stage were used to supplement and 
confirm (or disconfirm) the intuition of both SCB managers 
and the researchers. 
The consumer survey was a general awareness and 
attitude survey. It involved a much larger population. 
Although some of the interviewees might not have banked 
with SCB, their attitudes helped to paint a fuller picture 
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of the image that SCB had in the retail banking market. 
These opinions should be carefully considered because they 
might have great impact on the future business of SCB. The 
consumer survey will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 
IV. 
Exploratory Studies 
We conducted two kinds of exploratory studies. 
Secondary Data Analysis 
Certain written information exists with regard to the 
banking industry. We reviewed the available literature in 
order to better understand the present status of 
competitive banks within this industry. 
The "literature" under consideration included SCB's 
internal information, local newspapers, previous research 
studies on banks, Hong Kong Economic Journal, Consumer 
Council publications and any other magazine where topics 
related to banks were found. The information gathered by 
this secondary data analysis process has already been 
s u m m a r i z e d and discussed in Chapter � � . 
Focused Group Discussions 
In a focus group； a small number (usually 8-12) of 
individuals are brought together in a setting to sit and 
discuss about some topic of interest to the researcher. 
Because of the small number of consumers involved, 
focus groups are regarded as a “qualitative“ technique. 
\ 
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Like the secondary data analysis, focus groups are used to 
gather mainly ideas and insights, rather than to generate 
specific conclusions. The methodology of "focus group" 
assumes that individuals will discuss ideas more freely 
about a problem or product in a group of perceived peers 
than by themselves, and there will be a synergy of ideas 
whereby one consumer's thoughts are commented and expanded 
upon by another's, resulting in a synthesis of insight. 
We conducted the focus group studies to balance the 
later larger scale survey which generated more quantitative 
data but may also offer relatively fewer deep insights into 
what is happening in reality. 
Organizing the Focus Group 
In the retail banking industry, several customer 
groups are considered especially important and the 
customers in these basic groups were included in our focus 
group study. Basically, three large customer groups can be 
identified and they are described as follows� 
1. PROFESSIONALS, SOLE PROPRIETORS AND MERCHANTS: They 
include lecturers, lawyers, doctors, bankers, 
accountants, architects, engineers, pharmacists, 
system analysts, sole proprietors and entrepreneurs 
who have acquired certain professional qualifications 
or working experience. They normally enjoy high to 
very high standard of living. Many of them are in the 
26-65 age group. Because of their qualifications' 
working experiences, and education level, they are 
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generally the most demanding group. They require 
sophisticated, and overall the best retail banking 
services. 
2. THE GENERAL WORKING CLASS: This group consists of 
working men and women other than professionals, sole 
proprietors and merchants. They may work in offices 
or outdoors. Examples include bus drivers, 
hairdressers, electricians, security guards, bank 
clerks, office clerks, secretaries, salespersons in 
department stores and receptionists. Many of them are 
in the 20-65 age group. In general, they earn less 
income than the professional and the middle class 
group. 
3. THE NON-WORKING CUSTOMERS: Housewives' students' the 
retired and the aged are included in this group. This 
group generally has some disposable income for 
different kinds of bank deposits. In addition, they 
are generally the more price conscious customers. 
That is, they are sensitive to deposit interest rates 
and service charges. 
Therefore, we conducted three focus group discussions 
for the three different target customer groups. 
For the focus group studies, respondents were 
generally selected so that members within each group were 
relatively homogeneous, minimizing conflicts among group 
members on issues not relevant to the study objectives. 
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while not necessarily submerging differences in 
perceptions, experiences, and verbal skills. 
A wide spectrum of insights could be obtained by 
having multiple groups. Ideas discovered in one group 
session could be introduced in subsequent group sessions. 
Each of the focus group sessions lasted from 1 1/2 to 
2 hours. All discussions were held in our research centre 
at our residence in Tai Koo Shing. 
Conducting the Focus Group 
Two moderators were responsible for the success of 
each focus group discussion. In conducting the focus group 
study, the moderators� 
- guided and led the discussion; 
- ensured that each group member could and would 
express his or her own viewpoints； and 
一 stimulated, confronted and probed, in order to 
generate useful insights. 
The moderators started the focus group by introducing 
themselves and broadly defining the purpose of the 
discussion. To ensure that each participant's most private 
feelings were elicited, privately answered questionnaires 
were administered before, during and after the verbal 
discussion. The moderators adopted a funnel approach by 
moving the discussion from a very broad scope or concern 
\ 
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first to very specific issues. In this way, the consumers 
attitudes and opinions toward specific products or services 
were obtained. In our research, focus group members were 
recruited for the purpose of generally exploring� 
- the evaluative criteria used by consumers in the 
selection of banks for services. 
一 specific reactions to SCB, including likes, 
dislikes and uncertainties. 
Profiles of the Participants in the Focus Groups 
As discussed, three focus groups were conducted� 
profiles are shown on the next three pages. 
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TABLE 1 
MEMBERS IN FOCUS GROUP A 
Group A： Professionals, Sole Proprietors and Merchants 
Members Sex Age Occupation 
Ai F 30 Solicitor 
M 37 Sole Proprietor 
A3 F 28 Architect 
A4 F 36 Merchant 
A5 M 28 Pharmacist 
M 29 Medical Doctor 
A7 M 25 Electrical 
Engineer 




MEMBERS IN FOCUS GROUP B 
Group B � General Working Class 
Members Sex Age Occupation 
Bi F 18 Secretary 
B2 M 21 Technician -
Air Conditioner 
B3 M 33 Factory Worker 
B4 F 36 Executive 
Officer -
Government 
B5 F 23 Bank Teller 
B6 M 55 Hawker 
B7 M 40 Taxi Driver 
B8 F 23 Policeman 
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TABLE 3 
MEMBERS OF FOCUS GROUP C 
Group C： Non-Working Class 
Members Sex Age Occupation 
CI M 15 Student --
Secondary 
School 
Q2 M 20 University 
Student 
C3 F 36 Housewife 
Q4 F 60 Housewife 
C5 F 18 Student -
HK Polytechnic 
M 66 Retired 
C7 F 20 Student -
Commercial 
School 
C8 M 18 Student -
Technical 
Institute 
Timing, Venue & Question List 
The focus group discussions were held in the 
afternoons of December 11 (one session) and December 18 
(two sessions)• Saturday afternoons provided a relaxing 
atmosphere for freer discussions. In addition, the 
insights obtained from the first session were used as the 
discussion materials for the second and third sessions. 
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The focus group discussions were all held in our 
research centre in our residence in Tai Koo Shing. Snacks 
and drinks were offered so that discussions could be 
carried out in a cosy and friendly atmosphere. 
We had a list of questions to cover certain topics of 
our research subject. The list only acted as a guideline 
and suggestion regarding what areas should at least be 
covered during the discussion. The discussion aimed at 
understanding each member's behaviour as a bank customer. 
The questions were just guidelines for the scope of the 
discussion, and group members were encouraged to freely 
discuss our research subject. 
Some of the questions are listed below for reference. 
1. Which bank do you/your friends normally bank 
‘ with? Why? 
2. What are your criteria for selecting a bank? 
3] What services do you normally require from your 
bank? 
4. What do you like/dislike most about banks in Hong 
Kong? Why? 
5 . Which bank do you think is the best in Hong Kong? 
Why? 
6• What may make you switch a bank? 
7. What is your attitude toward open counters? 
8! What is your attitude toward Standard Chartered 
• Bank (SCB)？ Why? • 
9. Any improvement/suggest ion/comment s for banks in 
Hong Kong? 
10. Any improvement/suggestion/comments for SCB? 
Opinions of the Group Members 
Major Banker 
Many members used the Hong Kong Bank as their major 
banker. The other banks that they used also included the 
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Standard Chartered Bank, Hang Seng Bank, Bank of East Asia, 
Citibank and the Bank of China Group Banks. 
Reasons for Selecting the Existing Banks 
Many members advised that good reputation, convenient 
location and more efficient services were the major reason 
for selecting the existing bank. However, better interest 
rates, courteous staff, low bank charges, shorter queuing 
time, more comfortable branches and more professional 
advices were also considered reasons for selecting their 
bank as the major banker. 
Services/Products Members Normally Used from Their Banks 
All members (in all three groups) advised that the 
saving account was the banking product that they used most. 
Many of them also advised that current accounts, time 
deposits and credit cards were the products that they used 
very often. The products that were used less often 
included foreign currency deposits, home mortgage loans, 
tax loans, personal loans and investment advices. 
Services/Features Members Liked Most from Their Banks 
Almost all group members advised that ATM service was 
the most favourite banking service they enjoyed. Other 
than that, personal advices, autopay, reasonable bank 
charges and phone banking were also features or services 
liked by some members. 
Services/Features Members Disliked Most from Their Banks 
All members disliked high bank charges. Many of them 
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disliked long queuing times, the large interest rate spread 
and large exchange rate spread. Some disliked unfriendly 
staff. 
Perception on "Which is the Best Bank in Hong Kong" 
and the Rationales 
Many members believed that the Hang Seng Bank is the 
best bank in Hong Kong because it provided courteous 
service and convenient locations (particularly their 
branches in various MTR stations). The Hong Kong Bank was 
the next favourite because of its size and image. Members 
said that it was the largest bank in Hong Kong and it 
issued notes. That gave customers a lot of confidence in 
banking with the Hong Kong Bank. In addition, with the 
network with Hang Seng, Hong Kong Bank was also considered 
to provide very good locations for customers. 
Standard Chartered was also regarded as the best bank 
in Hong Kong by some members. They said that Standard 
Chartered Bank was also a note-issuing bank and it provided 
good confidence to customers. In addition, they said that 
the staff of Standard Chartered Bank were more courteous 
than that of the Hong Kong Bank. Moreover, they advised 
that they did not have to queue for too long in Standard 
Chartered Bank before being served, when compared with the 
queuing time in Hong Kong Bank. 
Citibank was perceived by others as the best bank in 
Hong Kong because they provided very personal services to 
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their customers. Bank of East Asia and the Bank of China 
Group banks were considered best banks because they offered 
relatively higher rates for deposits. However, many 
members advised that they would consider Bank of East Asia 
a more "general" bank like Hong Kong Bank, Hang Seng Bank 
and Standard Chartered Bank. Members advised that Citibank 
had the image of providing limited services. 
Did Members Consider their Existing Banker 
the Best Bank in Hong Kong? 
Members seemed to have different views. In Group B 
and Group C, half of the members considered their present 
banker the best bank and the other 50% did not consider the 
same. However, in Group A, more members considered their 
present banker the best bank in Hong Kong. 
Circumstances under Which Members Might 
Switch Their Major Banker 
Many of them advised that they might switch their 
major banker if other banks offered better terms. Some 
members advised that they might do so if they move their 
residence or office, some advised that they might switch 
the major banker if their friends recommended such a 
change. 
Members, Attitude Towards Open Counters 
There were slightly more members who liked the open 
counter design than those who disliked the open counter 
design. Those who liked it felt that it was more 
comfortable to bank in an environment with an open counter 
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design. Those who disliked it felt it unsafe to bank in 
such an environment. 
However, there were also some members who considered 
that there was no difference to them if a bank had or did 
not have the open counter design. 
Knowledge and Attitude Toward 
Standard Chartered Bank (SCB) 
Many members advised that Standard Chartered Bank was 
a large bank in Hong Kong, with open counter design, with 
shorter queuing time (than the Hong Kong Bank) and a note-
issuing bank. 
Some members pointed out that Standard Chartered Bank 
was not so famous as the Hong Kong Bank. However, some 
members pointed out that Standard Chartered Bank provided 
better services in merchant banking than retail banking. 
Some other members advised that Standard Chartered Bank 
attracted a lot of robberies, offered high bank charges, 
had unfriendly staff and maintained a low key image. 
I m p r o v e m e n t s / S u g g e s t i o n / C o m m e n t s for Banks in Hong Kong 
Many members urged the banks in Hong Kong to abolish 
the interest rate agreement, lower bank charges, have more 
automation, provide more friendly staff. Some members 
advised that the banks in Hong Kong should release the 70% 
mortgage policy and establish more branches. 
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Improvements/Suggestion/Comments for 
Standard Chartered Bank 
All members advised that Standard Chartered Bank 
should lower bank charges. Many members advised that 
Standard Chartered Bank's "Money Link Card" (a card for the 
bank users to access the accounts through using the ATMs) 
was free of charge in the past but recently a HK$50 annual 
fee was levied. They suggested that such fee should be 
cancelled. Some members also suggested more counters 
should be made in a branch to serve customers. More 
advertising and better bank security were the other 
suggestions for Standard Chartered Bank to improve its 
services. 
The insights generated from the focus group 
discussions, together with those generated from the 
literature study in Chapter � � � e n r i c h e d our understanding 
of the retail banking industry in Hong Kong, as well as 
some customers' selection criteria for banks. In addition, 
some customers' attitudes toward Standard Chartered Bank 
were obtained. 
We noted that some customers had positive attitude 
toward Standard Chartered Bank whereas others did not. In 
order to obtain customers' feedback in a larger scale and 
in a quantitative manner, a consumer survey was designed. 
The insights generated in Chapter 工工 and this Chapter had 
formed the basis for the design of the questionnaire and 
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After the focus group study and the literature review, 
a number of insights were generated, as discussed in the 
previous Chapters. Based on these insights, a measuring 
instrument, a questionnaire, was developed. We considered 
that this would be the best instrument to obtain the 
desired information. We tested the questionnaire several 
times so that the final questionnaire could be a good 
measuring instrument to gather information. 
The testing process and the questionnaires that we 
pretested were shown in APPENDIX 2 for reference. A copy 
of the final questionnaire (both English and Chinese 
version) is also attached in APPENDIX 3 for reference. The 
final q u e s t i o n n a i r e was divided into the following 
sections. 
Section A aimed at checking the respondents' "best 
bank in Hong Kong". This was also a warm-up question for 
the respondents. 
Section B first asked the question： "How many banks do 
you have relationships with?". This question was another 
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warm-up question. In addition, it helped us screen out 
respondents who had no banker. We also had a question： 
"Which bank do you normally bank with?" . This could be 
regarded as another warm up question and we could also know 
about the banking behaviour of non-Standard Chartered Bank 
customers. We found it also very helpful to have two more 
warm up questions so that respondents felt more at ease to 
give us demographic information such as age and occupation 
at the early stage of the interview. 
After the warm-up, screening questions were asked. 
Respondents were interviewed according to the following 
quota requirement� 
TABLE 4 
QUOTA REQUIREMENT TABLE 
Bank with Bank with 
SCB Other Banks 
ni.dt-.omer Group Male Female Male Female Total 
Professionals, Sole 
Proprietors & Merchants 8 8 8 8 32 
General Working Class 16 16 16 16 64 
Non-Working Class 8 8 8 8 3 2 
Total 32 32 32 32 128 
We used a quota sampling method (will be discussed 
\ 
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later) so that we could get responses from respondents of 
different ages, sexes, occupations and major banks. 
Regarding the question on respondents' occupation, we 
designed a card showing the definitions for each category 
of occupation. In this way, respondents who were unclear 
about which category their occupations belonged to could 
refer to this definition card for clarification. Any 
occupation that could not be defined by this card would be 
classified as "Others". 
Section C offered a number of criteria for the 
selection of banks. Respondents were required to indicate 
the importance of a particular criterion to their selection 
of b a n k s b y u s i n g a 4-point scale to express their f e e l i n g 
of importance of a particular criterion. For example� 
l=the criterion is extremely important to me when 
selecting a bank 
2=the criterion is somewhat important to me when 
selecting a bank 
3=the criterion is somewhat unimportant to me when 
selecting a bank 
4=the criterion is extremely unimportant to me when 
selecting a bank 
A 4-point scale was used instead of a 3 or 5-point one 
because an even point scale would avoid the problem of 
"central tendencies". 
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We also had two sub-sections which investigated the 
three bank p r o d u c t s / s e r v i c e s that respondents liked most, 
and the three bank charges that respondents disliked most. 
This additional information added value of our findings. 
Section D investigated under what circumstances 
respondents might switch their bankers. However, if 
respondents answered ”工 have never thought of switching my 
banker" before we read out any of the circumstances, we 
would not continue this section and would proceed to the 
next section. We would consider that the respondents meant 
"No" for all the circumstances (under which they might 
switch their banker) that we provided in the questionnaire. 
Section E studied the respondents' knowledge of 
Standard Chartered Bank. We considered that some 
respondents might give more favourable responses towards 
Standard Chartered Bank if they knew that we were studying 
Standard Chartered Bank's position in the banking industry. 
On the other hand, there might be some respondents that 
might give more negative responses towards Standard 
Chartered Bank if we identified ourselves as students 
studying Standard Chartered Bank. 
In order to address the above problem, we used an 
undisguised method. In this section, there was a blank 
space where we could put in the name of a bank. We had 
prepared a list of banks (that included Standard Chartered 
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Bank)• When we reached this section of the questionnaire, 
we would show the respondents the list of banks. Then we 
advised the respondents that Bank "XXX" (say Hong Kong Bank 
for example) was studied in the previous interview and 
therefore for this particular interview, the "bank 
following Hong Kong Bank in the list" (which "happened" to 
be Standard Chartered Bank) was selected as the bank being 
studied. Respondents felt that this was a study for the 
banking industry in general and gave their opinions in a 
relatively less biased way, as discussed above. 
Section F aimed at studying respondents' attitudes 
towards Standard Chartered Bank. Again, we used the 
technique in Section E to disguise our identity (of 
studying the Standard Chartered Bank) in order to obtain 
relatively unbiased information. 
Respondents were given some attitude statements. They 
were requested to express their attitude towards Standard 
Chartered Bank by agreeing or disagreeing with a particular 
statement. Some statements were positive statements (e.g. 
Staff of the bank are very polite) and some statements were 
negative statements (e.g. The bank has a poor security 
system)• Respondents who agreed with a positive statement 
or disagreed with a negatively statement would have a 
favourable attitude towards Standard Chartered Bank. 
Conversely, he would have an unfavourable attitude towards 
Standard Chartered Bank. 
\ 
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Section G aimed at studying Standard Chartered Bank's 
competitive position when compared with some of its closest 
competitors. The Hong Kong Bank and Hang Seng Bank were 
selected because they were perceived as the market leaders 
in our focus group study. Bank of East Asia instead of 
Citibank was selected because in our focus group study the 
former was considered more like a "general bank" that 
provided a wide range of services like that of the Hong 
Kong Bank, Hang Seng Bank, and Standard Chartered Bank. 
Citibank, however, was regarded as a bank that had only a 
few branches and specialised in merchant banking instead of 
retail banking. We also included the Bank of China in the 
comparison because the Chinese banks were catching up very 
quickly in gaining market share and Bank of China is the 
largest bank in this group. 
We requested respondents to give scores to each bank. 
A bank that performed best in a particular area (e.g. 
Quality of service) got 10 points whereas the bank with the 
worst performance got zero points. Or any other number 1 
to 9 could be given. 
Section H asked for the rest of the respondent's 
demographic information� education level and monthly income 
level. 
Sampling 
As mentioned earlier in Chapter III, retail bank 
customers can be divided into three categories� 
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Professionals, Sole Proprietors and Merchants; General 
Working Class; and Non-Working Class. 
In order to ensure that the opinions of customers of 
different profiles (e.g. sex, age and occupation), we used 
quota sampling to reach the respondents. A location was 
selected where there was a branch nearby. In this way, we 
had a better chance of interviewing more customers of 
Standard Chartered Bank. Of course, both SCB's customers 
and competitors' customers were interviewed. 
We considered the General Working Class group the 
largest c u s t o m e r g r o u p . T h e r e f o r e , we drew samples at the 
ratio of 1:2:1 for the three groups (Professionals, Sole 
Proprietors and Merchants； General Working Class； and Non-
Working Class)• 
We first used screening questions (Section B of the 
final questionnaire) to check to which group the respondent 
should belong. In this way, we made sure that we could 
have sufficient respondents from each target group. Thus, 
quantitative tests were made possible. 
Fieldwork 
L o c a t i o n 
The Hong Kong government uses 19 geographical 
districts to group voters. They include: Central-Western, 
Wanchai, East, South, Yau-Tsim, Mongkok, Shum Shui Po, 
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Kowloon City, Kwun Tong, Wong Tai Sin, Island, Kwai-Tsing, 
North, Tai P〇，Sai Rung, Shatin, Tsuen Wan, Tuen Mun and 
Yuen Long. 
Standard Chartered Bank has branches in all 19 
districts. We interviewed respondents in these districts. 
By randomly drawing two districts out of the above, Wanchai 
and Mongkok District were selected as the areas where the 
survey was conducted. 
To conduct surveys in the two districts, we chose 
places where there was a lot of respondent traffic. Both 
districts were accessible by the Mass Transit Railway 
(MTR) . In order to standardize operations, interviewers 
were required to stand outside the street exit of the MTR 
stations to select respondents. We assumed that it would 
be easier to interview a respondent who had finished a trip 
(getting out from the exit) rather than who was just trying 
to catch a MTR train (going through the entrance to enter 
station lobby). 
In addition, in both MTR stations, there were many 
exits. We chose the entrances with the largest passenger 
flow for survey. Counting at around 7:30 p.m. on both a 
weekday and Sunday prior to the actual fieldwork revealed 
that for Mongkok station, the exit with most passenger flow 
was Nelson Street exit (more than 150 persons per minute, 
whereas there were fewer than 150 persons for other exits)• 
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Similarly, for the Wanchai Station, Lockhart Road exit was 
selected. 
Timing 
We conducted the survey according to the following 
schedule: 
January 15, 1994 (Saturday): 9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 
January 16, 1994 (Sunday): 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
January 17, 1994 (Monday): 5:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
We believed that to survey according to the above 
timing would include more different respondents who travel 
at different times. 
Approximately 22 interviews were made from each of the 
above sessions. With two locations, 22 X 3 X 2 = 132 
interviews were conducted. This number of respondents 
resulted in a sufficient number of respondents in each 
class for a quantitative analysis like the Chi Square test. 
Interviewers 
The Chinese version of the questionnaire was used and 
all the interviews were conducted in Cantonese. Both 
interviewers, in different locations, used standardized 
phrasing of words, use of appropriate tones, suitable 
probing and c o m m u n i c a t i o n skills. This was required before 
he or she was given the interview job. We read out the 
exact wording in the questionnaire to respondents and 
secured responses. In addition, we used the same quota 
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table and definition of terms in administering the 
interviews. 
After each interview, we checked the completeness of 
the questionnaire before conducting another one. It was a 
time-consuming exercise. However, the memory about a 
respondent was best just after that interview, and the 
checking was done immediately afterwards rather than at 
some other time. 
Selecting Respondents 
After the start of the interview session, the 
interviewer selected the nth (the number ”n" was between 1 
to 10, selected by drawing at random customer coming out 
from the exit. After finishing the interview, he selected 
the next nth customer coming out from the exit. 
In case of refusal, he selected the next customer 
after the nth. 
This process of selecting respondents continued until 
the interviewer had completed the required number of 
questionnaires for that particular interview session. 
After gathering the necessary information, we analyzed 
the data. In the next Chapter, we will discuss the 
findings that we obtained. Based on the findings, wherever 
appropriate, we will also give suggestions to Standard 
Chartered Bank to improve its position. 
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CHAPTER V 
FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS 
We used the quota sampling method described in the 
last Chapter and obtained information from 133 respondents. 
The questionnaire data were coded in a pre-determined 
format. Please refer to APPENDIX 3 to review the 
questionnaire we used and APPENDIX 4 for the coding format. 
Based on the coding, the 133 sets of data were entered. 
The printout of the raw data according to this coding 
format is attached in APPENDIX 5 for reference. 
After coding and entering the data, we used the 
SPSS/PC (Statistical Package for Social Science/Personal 
Computer), a computer software to carry out a number of 
statistical analyses for this study. The hard copy of the 
SPSS/PC program for studying our data is attached in 
APPENDIX 6 for reference. 
Demoaraphic Information 
We classified the results under three separate 
groupings： All respondents ("All")； respondents with SCB as 
major banker ("SCB major")； and respondents with non-SCB as 
major banker (Non-SCB major"). 
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SCB Non-SCB 
All Manor Manor 
Sex 
^ e 64 (48.1%) 32 (48.5%) 32(47.8%) 
Female 69(51.9%) 34(51.5%) 35(52.2%) 
Age 
18—23 29(21.8%) 16(24.2%) 13(19.4%) 
2 4 - 2 9 2 1 ( 1 5 . 8 % ) 9 ( 1 3 . 6 % ) 1 2 ( 1 7 . 9 % ) 
3 0 - 3 5 1 7 ( 1 2 . 8 % ) 8 ( 1 2 . 1 % ) 9(13.4%) 
36-41 24(18.0%) 13(19.7%) 11(16.4%) 
4 2 - 4 7 1 5 ( 1 1 . 3 % ) 8 ( 1 2 . 1 % ) 7(10.4%) 
48_53 16(12.0%) 7 ( 1 0 . 6 % ) 9(13.4%) 
5 3 - 5 9 1 1 ( 8 . 3 % ) 5 ( 7 . 6 % ) 6( 9.0%) 
Age (second classification) …「^ … 
35 and below 67 (50.4%) 33 (50.0%) 34(50.7%) 
36 and above 66 (49.6%) 33(50.0%) 33(49.3%) 
S S i S l ^ o r k e r 30 (22.6%) 13(19.7%) 17(25.4%) 
P r o f e s s i o n a l s 25 (18•8%) 12(18•2% 13 19.4% 
Student 14(10.5%) 7(10.6%) 7(10.4%) 
Housewife 9(6.8%) 4(6.1%) 5(7.5%) 
S i r e f 9( 6.8%) 5( 7.6%) 4( 6.0%) 
Merchants or equivalent 8(6.0%) 5 丨 7.6，! 3( 4.5%) 
SalesDerson 8( 6.0%) 5( 7.6%) 3( 4.5%) 
？eacher 7(5.3%) 2(3.0%) 5(7.5%) 
Manual labour worker H 5.3%) 4( 6.1%) 3( 4.5%) 
Secretary 6(4.5%) 4(6.1%) 2( 3.0%) 
？ecSciL 5(3.8%) 3( 4.5%) 2(3.0%) 
Disciplinary forces 3( 2.3%) 2 3.0% 1 1.5^ 
Others 2( 1.5%) 0( 0.0%) 2( 3.0%) 
Occupation (second classification) … … … 
General Working Class 6 ^ 9 . 6 % ) 33 (50.0%) 33(49.3% 
Non Working Class 34(25.6%) 16(24.2%) 18(26.9% 
Professionals and Merchants 33 (24.8%) 17(25.8%) 16(23.9-^) 
f f i S j ^ r below 10 { 7.6%) 6( 9.2%) 4( 6.0%) 
Form 1 to Form 5 22(16.7%) 9(13.8%) 13(19.4% 
Form 6 to Form 7 24(18.2%) 14(21.5%) 10(14.9% 
Post secondary and above 76(57.6%) 36(55.4%) 40(59.7%) 
Education (second classification) 
Post secondary and above ^ 5 7 . 6 % ) 36 (55.4%) 40(59.7%) 




All Manor Major 
Monthly Income , 。 、 “ 一 … 
Below $5,000 28 (21.1%) 14(21.2%) 14(20.9-^ 
$ 5,001-$10,000 10( 7.5%) 5( 7.6%) 5( 7.5% 
$10,001-$15,000 20(15.0%) 9(13.6%) H 16.4% 
$15,001-$20,000 18(13.5%) 9(13.6%) 9 13.4j 
$20 001-$25,000 21(15.8%) 8(12.1% 13 19.4% 
$25,001-$30,000 I K 8.3%) 7(10.6% 4 6 . M 
$30,001-$35,000 10(7.5%) 8(12.1% 4 6.0^ 
Abo^e $35,000 15(11.3%) 8(12.1%) 7(10.4%) 
Monthly Income (second classification) …「。 、 
$20,000 or b e l o w 7 6 ( 5 7 . 1 % ) 37(56.1% 39 58.2% 
^ O ^ e $20,000 57(42.9%) 29 (43.9%) 28(41.8%) 
General Findings 
Since we used quota sampling, there were many 
respondents using SCB as their major banker. However, for 
those 67 respondents who did not use SCB as the major 
banker, 43 of them used the Hong Kong Bank and 8 of them 
used Hang Seng. This reinforced our belief that the Hong 
Kong Bank is still the market leader in the industry. 
In addition, for all our 133 respondents, 59 of them 
considered that the Hong Kong Bank was the best bank in 
Hong Kong. However, even 67 respondents used SCB, only 25 
of them considered that SCB was the best banker. That 
implied that 42 (67-25) SCB customers in our sample 
considered that banks other than their existing banker 
(i.e. SCB) were the best bank in Hong Kong. This may be 
primarily an indicator of, again, the strength of the image 
of the Hong Kong Bank. On the other hand, this may be a 
noteworthy warning signal for SCB which may want to ensure 
better customer perception and loyalty. 
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Selective Criteria for Banks 
Given ： 
l=This criterion is extremely important to me when 
selecting a bank 
2=This criterion is slightly important to me when 
selecting a bank 
3=This criterion is slightly unimportant to me when 
selecting a bank 
4=This criterion is extremely unimportant to me when 
selecting a bank 
The lower the average score for criterion, the greater 
t-hP, importance of this criterion to the respondents in 
selecting a bank, and vice versa. 
Criterion Average Statistically 
(in order of importance) Score more important than 
(at 0.05 Level) 
1. Reputation 1.470 criteria 6, 1, 8, 9 
2. Location 1.500 criteria 6, 7, 8, 9 
3 Fees & other charges 1.515 criteria 7, 8, 9 
4. Queuing time 1.583 criteria 7, 8, 9 
5 . F.X. & interest rates 1.614 criteria 7, 8, 9 一 _ _ 
6 Courtesy 1.629 (a) criteria 1,8,9 
v! No. of branches 2.280 (b) criterion 9 
8. Availability of . 
personal advice 2.348 (b) criterion 9 
9. Open counter design 2.894 (c) 
(a) ： Criteria 1 and 2 are statistically more important 
than this criterion. 
(b) ： Criteria 1 and 2 are statistically more important 
than this criterion. 
(c) ： Criteria 1 and 2 are statistically more important 
than this criterion. 
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From the foregoing analysis, it seems that the 
respondents considered the first five criteria more 
important than the others when selecting a bank. SCB may 
wish to consider focusing more on these elements in its 
marketing efforts than the others. This finding is 
particularly interesting because SCB has been renovating 
many of its retail branches with open counter design. 
However, it seems that customers may have taken such 
enhancements for granted. Therefore, the importance of a 
more comfortable design may not be as "conspicuous" as that 
of the above first five criteria. 
From the comparison of results of samples between "SCB 
major" and "Non-SCB major" in APPENDIX 7, overall the top 
5 criteria are more or less the same between the two groups 
except for the criteria of Foreign Exchange and interest 
rate and queuing time. When comparing the average score 
for each of the top six criterion, it is found that "SCB 
major" have higher scores for the criteria 2,3,and 5 than 
the other. It may reveal that respondents with SCB as 
major banker tend to be more price conscious other things 
being equal. On the other hand, the "Non-SCB major" have 
higher scores in criteria 1,4,6 than the former which may 
infer that respondents with non-SCB as major banker tend to 
place more concern on reputation, courtesy and queuing time 
than their counterparts. 
This generates a message to SCB that to retain its 
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customers, more pricing incentives seem to be effective and 
to gain new customers, effort has to be made to improve 
service quality elements such as queuing time and courtesy 
and build up the reputation. 
Likes and Dislikes 
(APPENDIX 8) 
Products/Services that Respondents Like Most 
(133 respondents) 
SCB Non-SCB 
All Manor Manor 
Credit card 74(55.6%) 36 (54.5%) 38(56.7%) 
70(52.6%) 31(47.0%) 39(58.2%) 
Foreign exchange service 48(36.1%) 26(39.4%) 22(32.8%) 
Mortglge Loan 45(33.8%) 22(33.3%) 23 34.3% 
F i x e d deposit 4 0 ( 3 0 . 1 % ) 22 (3 3 . 3 % ) 18(26.9%) 
S o n e S n k i n g 24(18.0%) 14(21.2%) 10(14.9%) 
？radingS securities 24(18.0%) 14 (21•2%) 10 (14.9% 
S a v L g account 21 (15 • 8%) 8(12.1% 13 19.4% 
Tax loan 18(13.5%) 11(16.7%) 7(10.4%) 
current account 15(11.3%) 7(10.6%) 8(11.9%) 
Overdraft 11 ( 8.3%) 4( 6.1%) 7(10.4%) 
Charges/Fees that Respondents Dislike Most 
(133 respondents) 
SCB Non-SCB 
All Manor Major 
Return cheque charge 71(53.4%) 39(59.1%) 32(47.8%) 
C h a n q i n g coins handling fee 56(42.1%) 27 (40.9%) 29(43.3《） 
R e m i t t a n c e h a n d l i n g fee 56(42.1%) 28(42.4%) 28(41.8% 
Gift cheque fee 53(39.8%) 24(36.4% 29 43.3% 
Credit card annual fee 42(31.6%) 20(30.3%) 22(32.8% 
Stop cheque handling fee 35(26.3%) 20(30.3%) 15(22.4% 
Home loan set up fee 27(20.3%) 12(18.2%) 15 22.4% 
Cashier order fee 27(20.3%) 16(24.2%) 11(16.4%) 
overdraft set up fee 18(13.5%) 8(12.1%) 10(14.9%) 
In planning future marketing activities, more 
attention is advised to be paid to tackle the above "likes" 
and "dislikes". From the above analysis, services which 
provide convenience of accessing and utilize funds such as 
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credit card and ATM are the most popular to customers. It 
is no doubt why the competition for credit card market is 
very fierce. Secondly, mortgage loan and foreign exchange 
also receive appreciation since customers are more inclined 
to investment in foreign exchange and property under the 
negative real interest rate environment. As a niche, bank 
can think of marketing other investment products such as 
mutual funds to attract customers. It is worth mentioning 
that phone banking is emerging to be appreciated by 
customers over certain traditional p r o d u c t s / s e r v i c e s . 
Further promotion and follow up the feedback is desirable 
to increase such network with customers to serve them more 
efficiently and effectively. 
On the other hand, it showed that returned cheque 
charge is the most unpopular. Some respondents requested 
more flexible approach to be used in return cheque 
circumstances. SCB can evaluate their procedures and 
closely benchmark their charges to those of other banks to 
ensure competitiveness. 
Circumstances Under Which Respondents May Consider 
nhanaina Their Manor Banker 
(APPENDIX 9) 
SCB Non-SCB 
ALL Major Major 
The existing banker , 、 
let me down 91(68.9%) 47(72.3%) 44(65.7%) 
Other banks offer 、 ， 、 
better terms 83 (63.4%) 42 (64.6%) 41(62.1%) 
Moving r e s i d e n c e / o f f i c e 43 (32.6%) 20 (3 0 . 8 % ) 23(34.3%) 
Friends recommend the change 38 (28.8%) 20 (30.8%) 18 (26.9%) 
Never had such a thought 39 (29.5%) 18 (27.7%) 21(31.3%) 
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The analysis of this section revealed that respondents 
were not highly loyal to their major banker. A relatively 
small portion (29.5%) of them had never thought of changing 
the major banker. On the other hand, over 50% of the 
respondents would consider a change if other banks offer 
better terms no matter it is "SCB major" customers or "Non-
SCB major" customers. SCB should keep a close eye on the 
competitive pricing situation in the market to maintain the 
customer base as well as to gain market share from 
competitors• 
Knowledge About SCB 
(APPENDIX 10) 
On the whole, the result of the awareness on SCB were 
quite satisfactory, as shown by the results on the next 
page. "SCB major" respondents were more aware of the new 
services such as phone banking and securities trading 
introduced in recent years. 
Issue Respondents giving the riaht answer 
SCB Non-SCB 
ALL Major Manor 
SCB issues notes 133(100%) 66(100%) 67(100%) 
SCB has Open Counters 121(91%) 64(97%) 57(85% 
SCB provides tax loan 114(86%) 58(87%) 56(84%) 
SCB has phone banking service 100(75%) 57(86%) 43(64%) 
SCB has trading a 。 ， ， … 、 
of securities service 74(56%) 41(62%) 033(49%) 
At•上itude Scores 
(APPENDIX 11) 
In this section of the survey, respondents were given 
10 statements (attitude statements) related to SCB. 
Respondents agreed a favourable statement (e.g. SCB staff 
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are very polite) would lead to a high (favourable) attitude 
score for that statement. Conversely, respondents 
disagreed a favourable statement would lead to a low 
(unfavourable) attitude score. The feedbacks to each 
attitude statement from "All", "SCB major" and "Non-SCB 
major" were similar and could be summarized as follows: 
Statement General feedbpk 
Favourable (+) 
Unfavourable (-) 
1 SCB has poor security system Slightly disagree (+) 
2 s t a f f of SCB are very polite Slightly disagree + 
3 Queuing time in SCB is short Slightly disagree -
4. SCB is a small bank in H.K. Strongly disagree (+) 
5. I'm comfortable . , ， • ,、 
with the Open Counters Slightly disagree (-) 
6. The charges and fees of SCB 
are low Slightly agree (+) 
7. SCB offers ， • • > • • t \ 
good deposit interest rates Slightly agree (+) 
8• SCB is close to my ^ . , , ,、 
o f f i c e / r e s i d e n c e Slightly disagree (-) 
9 . SCB's foreign exchange 
spread is small Slightly agree (+) 
10. SCB has a poor image Slightly disagree (_) 
Since there were 10 attitude statements in this 
section and each respondent might give a reply from 1 to 4 
("Strongly agree" to "Strongly disagree"). Thus, the 
maximum attitude score that one could give would be 10 x 4 
= 4 0 , and the lowest score possible would be 10 x 1 = 10. 
If we re-grouped the data, such that score between 10 to 25 
is low (unfavourable) attitude score and 26 to 40 is high 
(favourable) attitude score, the following was found for 




Nn. of respondents 腿 m j ^ E ^ j ^ 
giving unfavourable scores： 30(25.2%) 11(17.2%) 19(34.5%) 
giving favourable scores: 89 (74.8%) 53(82.8%) 36(65.5《） 
As expected, the percentage of the total "SCB major" 
respondents giving favourable score is higher than that of 
"non SCB major" respondents. However, many of the 
unfavourable feedbacks towards the service elements in 
statements like 2, 3 were offset by the favourable 
feedbacks towards the non-service elements in statements 
like 1, 4 and 10 (infrastructure) and statements 6, 7 and 
9 (pricing)• 
In other words, SCB still has to pay attention to 
improve its services. This can possibly be done by an 
advertising campaign promoting the image of service quality 
and customer focus, or by making more public contact with 
the market through exhibitions and street-shows. In 
addition, to improve the queuing time in branches, 
electronic queuing signal machine should be installed to 
facilitate the single queue multi-server system. 
On the other hand, competitive pricing has to be 
maintained against competitors to sustain the market share. 
It can be done by adding a bonus percent to existing 
deposit rate, or organising sweepstakes and lucky draws in 
a series of campaign. 
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Pa1--inq of Banks 
(APPENDIX 12) 
The five banks selected, as revealed in our focused 
group discussions, were the major bankers of Hong Kong 
people. Therefore, we wished to ascertain the position of 
SCB within this group. Respondents were asked to give 
scores (0 to 10) to several elements (service quality, 
reasonable level of fees, convenience of location and 
overall image) across different banks. Interviewer first 
read out a particular service element and requested 
respondents to give scores to Hong Kong Bank. Then 
respondents would be requested to give scores for the same 
element to Hang Seng Bank, SCB, Bank of East Asia and 
finally to Bank of China. By giving scores of the same 
element across different banks, respondents were "forced" 
to compare different banks subconsciously. The comparison 
was reflected in their scores given to different banks. 
This procedure was repeated until the respondent had 
finished giving scores for all elements. The higher the 
‘qnore, the- better the rating and vice versa. The mean 
scores (10 is the full score) by the respondents were： 
Quality of Service 
SCB Non-SCB 
All Manor Manor 
Mean score for SCB 7.457 7.697 7.206 
Mean score for HKB 7.654 V.439 7.866 * 
Mean score for HSB 8.008 * 7.859 8.149 * 
Mean score for BEA 6.558 * 6.547 * 6.569 * 
Mean score for BOC 6.333 * 6.250 * 6.424 * 
(SCB-Standard Chartered Bank, HKB-Hong Kong Bank, HSB-Hang Seng Bank, 
BEA-Bank of East Asia, BOC-Bank of China) 
\ 
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In order to check if the differences between the 
scores were statistically significant, a statistical test 
was performed. The difference between scores was 
considered statistically "significant" if the 2-Tail prob. 
column showed a number less than 0.05. From the overall 
respondents, results showed that score for SCB was 
significantly different from most of the others (marked by 
an asterisk * above) except with Hong Kong Bank. Using 
simpler words, we could conclude with more than a 95% level 
of confidence that scores of quality of service for Hang 
Seng Bank were higher than that of SCB. 
On the other hand, the same scores for SCB were higher 
than that of Bank of East Asia and Bank of China. However, 
it is no significant difference between SCB and Hong Kong 
Bank. According to the above, SCB's quality of service 
seemed to be better than Bank of East Asia and Bank of 
China, but inferior to that of Hang Seng Bank. 
When splitting the result into "SCB major" and "Non-
SCB major" groups, it is found that former group did not 
see significant difference between SCB and both Hong Kong 
Bank and Hang Seng Bank as different from the result from 
the latter group. However, they share the same view that 
the BEA score and B〇C score are significantly lower than 
SCB in both cases. 
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Reasonableness of Level of Fees 
SCB Non-SCB 
All Major Manor 
Mean score for SCB 6.930 7.015 ^，巧 * 
Mean score for HKB 6.955 ^-727 ^.l/y 
Mean score for HSB 7.237 * V.063 7.403 
Mean score for BEA 6.813 * 6.844 * 6.781 
Mean score for BOC 6.967 6.984 6.949 
In terms of level of fees and charges, SCB's level 
fees were statistically higher than that of Hang Seng Bank 
and lower than that of Bank of East Asia. Such statistical 
significance in difference could not be seen with other 
banks. 
When splitting into "SCB major" and "Non-SCB major" 
SCB seemed to have a statistically significant difference 
of score against Hong Kong Bank. However, they are in 
opposite directions with "SCB major" respondents rated 
their major banker more favourable than the counterpart and 
"Non-SCB major respondents gave a more favourable rating to 
Hong Kong Bank. 
Convenience of Location 
SCB Non-SCB 
All Major Manor 
Mean score for SCB 8.206 8.364 8.046 
Mean score for HKB 8.549 * 8.394 8.701 * 
Mean score for HSB 8.618 * 8.609 8-627 * 
Mean score for BEA 600 * 5.815 * 6.500 * 
Mean score for BOC 5.874 * 5.615 * 6.145 * 
The result was similar to that of quality of service. 
SCB scored less than Hong Kong Bank and Hang Seng Bank for 





All Manor Manor 
Mean score for SCB 7.705 7.939 7.47 
Mean score for HKB 8.045 * 7.727 8.358 * 
Mean score for HSB 8.168 * V.784 8.343 * 
Mean score for BEA 6.473 * 446 * 6.500 * 
Mean score for BOC 6.266 * 6.292 * 6.238 * 
The result was similar to that of convenience of 
location. SCB scored less than Hong Kong Bank and Hang 
Seng Bank for this element, but higher than Bank of East 
Asia and Bank of China. 
Overall Score 
SCB Non-SCB 
All Major Manor 
Mean score for SCB 30.349 31.015 29.651 
Mean score for HKB 31.203 * 30.288 32.104 * 
Mean score for HSB 32.031 * 31.516 32.522 * 
Mean score for BEA 25.984 * 25.556 * 26 406 * 
Mean score for BOC 25.475 * 25.125 * 25.862 * 
From the above, SCB seemed to have performed quite 
well. However, Hong Kong Bank and Hang Seng Bank still 
appear to be the market leaders especially in the eyes of 
"Non-SCB major" group of respondents. 
Cross-tabulation Studies 
Cross-tabulation and Chi Square test were techniques 
used to check the differences in responses for different 
class of respondents. Simply speaking, these techniques 
were different from t_Test, in that in cross-tabulation, we 
were measuring difference for categorical data (e.g. 
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occupation, hair colour or nationality), whereas in t-Test, 
we were measuring continuous data (e.g. weight and height)• 
There was statistical difference among responses for 
different categories if the "Significance" column showed a 
value less than 0.05. 
First Series 
The first series of cross-tabulation examined if 
respondents of different age, sex, occupation, education 
and income would have any difference in their scores 
(ratings) for SCB. 
From our study, it seemed that respondents of 
different education level and income class might have 
difference in their scores (ratings) for SCB. Respondents 
within other categories did not show such statistical 
difference. 
We eyeballed the results and it seemed that 
respondents having education of Form 7 or below tended to 
give SCB higher scores. 
Similarly, it seemed that respondents having monthly 
income of HK$20,000 or less tended to give SCB higher 
scores. 
Second Series 
The second series of c r o s s - t a b u l a t i o n examined if 
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respondents of different age, sex, occupation, education 
and income would have any difference in their attitude 
scores towards SCB• 
From our study, it seemed that only respondents of 
different income class might have difference in their 
attitude scores for SCB. Respondents within other 
categories did not show such statistical difference. We 
eyeballed the results and it seemed that respondents in the 
N o n - w o r k i n g class tended to give higher attitude scores for 
SCB than respondents in the P r o f e s s i o n a l and the General 
working class. 
The above findings are useful information for SCB to 
evaluate its target market and market segmentation 
strategy. 
Third Series 
The third series of cross-tabulation examined if 
respondents of different age, sex, occupation, education 
and income would have any difference in their perception of 
"which is the best bank in Hong Kong" (SCB or Banks other 
than SCB)• 
From our study, we discovered no significant 
difference among different groups of respondents in naming 
the "best bank" in Hong Kong. 
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Fourth Series 
The fourth series of c r o s s - t a b u l a t i o n examined if 
respondents of different age, sex, occupation, education 
and income would have any difference in their selection of 
"the major banker" (SCB or Banks other than SCB)• 
From our study, we discovered no significant 
difference among different groups of respondents in naming 
the "major banker" in Hong Kong. 
Major Banker and Best Bank 
This series examined if respondents of different major 
bankers would have any difference in naming the "best bank" 
in Hong Kong. 
From our study, there was significant difference in 
naming the "best bank" for respondents having SCB as their 
major banker and those with "Banks other than SCB" as their 
major banker. 
It seemed that respondents tend to name their major 
banker as the best bank in Hong Kong. This is still a 
valid belief and a bank should continue to maintain this 
belief and bank loyalty. 
Major Banker and Consider Switching Banker 
This series examined if respondents having difference 
major bankers would have any difference in considering a 
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change of their major banker. 
From our study, we discovered no significant 
difference among different groups of respondents in 
considering a change of major banker in Hong Kong. 
That is, SCB customers might think of changing their 





From our study, basically, it seems that although SCB 
outperformed Bank of East Asia and Bank of China, Hong Kong 
Bank and Hang Seng Bank are still the market leaders in the 
retail banking industry. These two banks are particularly 
strong in providing convenient location. In addition. Hang 
Seng Bank is still perceived as the bank providing the most 
courteous service in Hong Kong. However, respondents with 
SCB as major bankers saw little difference between SCB and 
Hong Kong Bank and Hang Seng Bank. This gives good signal 
to the effort of SCB in maintaining the customer loyalty 
and confidence. 
SCB, based on the above study, should continue to work 
hard to improve its image and service quality. Although 
SCB is generally perceived to be a large bank with "quite 
good" image, respondents (including 65 SCB customers) did 
not provide good feedback on aspects of SCB's service, like 
courtesy of staff, convenience of location and queuing 
time. An internal as well as external campaign is 
recommended to promote the bank's commitment to provide 
high quality service and put customers as their focus. 
Another interesting finding was on the Open Counter 
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design. SCB took the initiative to renovate their branches 
with the new design. However, it seems that respondents 
were used to the traditional "Closed Counter" design and 
did not think that the Open Counter design was that 
beneficial. SCB may wish to evaluate the Open Counter 
concept, or consider using more advertising to "educate" 
customers that they can enjoy a more cosy banking 
environment with the friendly Open Counter design. In the 
latter case, more customers will begin to feel the comfort 
of the Open Counter design and this may help SCB to win 
more customers from competitors (which do not provide such 
a cosy banking environment)• 
The sections on selection criteria and likes and 
dislikes provided an update on customer preference. For 
SCB to survive it must return to basics, reassess its 
operations and focus on a customer-led strategy. Banking 
is changing dramatically. Convenience is no longer only 
r e p r e s e n t e d by a large branch network. The future size and 
shape of bank networks present both a puzzle and a 
challenge as the market and technology are transforming the 
industry, through automatic teller machines (ATMs), credit 
cards, phone banking and other innovations. Although banks 
competed most fiercely on services, it is necessary for SCB 
to benchmark the competitive pricing and charges in the 
market as today's customers have become more sophisticated 
and price conscious. 
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We would recommend SCB make use of the findings from 
our study, which could be treated as inputs for their 
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APPENDIX 2 
TESTING PROCESS - QUESTIONNAIRE 
a. Questionnaire.001 
Section A investigated the respondent's selective criteria for banks. 
Section B tried to identify the respondent's existing banker and the best bank he 
perceived. 
Section C tried to find out under what circumstances may the respondent switch his bank. 
section D wanted to investigate what the respondents know about Standard Chartered Bank. 
section E assessed customer's attitude toward Standard Chartered Bank and they were asked 
tTshTu ^helr extent oragreeing or disagreeing to some statements on Standard Chartered 
Bank. 
section F gathered the demographic information of the respondents for statistical analysis 
purposes. 
The above-mentioned questionnaire.001 was tested by personal interviews. The objective 
of the pre test was to identify any imperfections of the q f stionnaire po二blyjnclu化g 
word ambiguity, length and complexity. 20 respondents were interviewed with this 
questionnaire. The major feedbacks were: 
1 For section A, all respondents considered all criteria given when they were 
selecting a bank. In order to differentiate the importance of one criterion with 
？he others! we modified the section by asking respondents to show the importance 
of a particular criterion which they use when they select banks. 
2. some respondents advised that there were too many questions in each section; 
3. some questions were difficult to answer (marked ”？" in the response area); 
4. some of the question wordings were ambiguous, (marked ”？” in the response area). 
b. Questionnaire.002 
After the consulting the errors and mistakes for Pretest 1, we revised the questionnaire 
(the revised one being named Questionnaire.002). 
This questionnaire had fewer and simpler questions. This time, another 20 respondents were 
interviewed with this questionnaire.002. 
Section A aimed at screening the respondents. The first question aimed at asking the 
r^DO^ent a general question as "warm-up", so that it would be easier for him to continue 
Jhr?nteriiew' Thes'lcond and the third questions could ensure that both some customers 
and non customers of Standard Chartered Bank would be interviewed In addition, ample 
number of respondents from each occupation group could be obtained by such screening. We 
observed the quota requirement shown below: 
Bank with Bank with 
SCB Other Banks 
customer Group Male Female 
Professional, Sole „ a R 32 
Proprietor & Merchant 8 8 ° ^ 64 
General Working Class 16 16 16 16 益 
Non-Working Class 8 8 a o jc 
Total ！! ！! ！ ！ ! ! I S 
Section B investigated the respondents' selective criteria for banks. They were requested 
to show the importance of a criterion to their decision to select banks. 
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Section C tried to find out under what circumstances may the respondent switch his bank. 
section D wanted to investigate what the respondents know about Standard Chartered Bank. 
section E assessed customer 's attitude toward Standard Chartered 个 ^ 日 门 。 、 = 二 
to show their extent of agreeing or disagreeing to some statements on Standard Chartered 
Bank. 
section F gathered the demographic information of the respondents for statistical analysis 
purposes. 
This time, we encountered fewer problems. The following are the fine tuning of the 
quest 1onnaire.002: 
1 In response to the Section B and E, respondents normally gave the neutral answer 
This central tendency was undesirable and we would propose to force the 
respondents to make decision by giving them four choices. Thus' no neural answer 
would be given. 
2 Moreover, some respondents felt very embarrassed when she advised that her monthly 
incomrwas less than $5,000. Some of them appeared to be unwilling to advise that 
Kersalarfwasat that low level. Therefore, we ？/joP二sed : 二 二 工 
of monthly income and the lowest income category was "less than $10,000 so that 
we would secure more responses for this sensitive section. 
3 A question was added in Section A to assess how many banks does a respondent 
normally have. It was added because we wished to assess more about the 
characteristics of the retail bank customers in Hong Kong. 
c. Quest 1onnaire.003 
AS discussed above, we wanted to screen respondents first before obtaining the information. 
section A aimed at checking the respondents' "best bank in Hong Kong". This could also 
be a warm up question for the interview. 
section B contained the screening questions. We would check responti;^”, sex, age 
o^^D ^ i o n s^tha? the quota mentioned earlier could be fulfilled. In addition, we would 
a ? T c h e c r w h f c h bank^he respondents normally banked with. We would terminate the 
interview if the respondent had no banker. 
Section C had a number of criteria for the selection of banks, respondents were required 
？nXate the Tnportance of a particular criterion to their selection of banks by (may 
be ask ng the 1 ntTrviewer for) circling the appropriate number next to that criterion 
RLponden'ts wojrd be given a 4-point scale to express their feeling of importance of a 
particular criterion. For example: 
1=the criterion is extremely important to me when selecn'ng a bank 
2二the criterion is slightly important to me when selecting a bank 
3=the criterion is slightly uninportant to me when selecting a bank 
4=the criterion is extremely uniinportant to me when selecting a bank 
A 4-point scale was used instead of a 3 or 5-point one because a even scale would 
avoid the problem of having many "central tendencies" by those respondents that tended to 
give the mid-point in a scale in their responses. 
Section D investigated under what circumstances might respondents switch their bankers. 
IZllTr H rSondents answered "I have never thought of switching my banker" before we 
T a 7 J u [ Lny o7the circumstances, we would not continue this section and would proceed 
Jo the next section. We would consider that the respondents mean "No" for all the 
circumstances (under which they might switch their banker) that we provided in the 
questionnai re. 
Section E studied the respondents' knowledge on Standard Chartered Bank We considered 
？二 sTme respondents might give more favourable responses towards Standard Chartered Bank 
H they knl^that we were studying Standard Chartered Bank's position in the banking 
ndustry on the other hand, there might be some respondents that might give more negative 
；-esponse； towards Standard Chartered Bank if we identified ourselves as students studying 
Standard Chartered Bank. 
Therefore, in order to avoid the above problem, we used an un-disguised method. In this 
section there was a blank space where we could put in the name of a bank. We had prepared 
f u s t of banks (that included Standard Chartered Bank). When we reached this section of 
the questionnaire, we would show the respondents the list of banks. Then we would advise 
the respondents that Bank "XXX" (say Hong Kong Bank for example) was studied in the 
previous interview and therefore for this particular interview the "bank following Hong 
K n q Bank in the list" (which happened to be Standard Chartered Bank) would be selected 
as the bank being studied. We considered that respondents would feel that this was a study 
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for the banking industry in general and would give their opinions in a relatively Less 
biased way, as discussed above. 
section F aimed at studying respondents attitude towards 二Charte= Bank 二 
we used the technique in Section E to disguise our identity (of studying the Standard 
Chartered Bank) in order to obtain relatively unbiased information. 
Respondents would be given some attitude statements. Respondents be requested to 
express their attitude towards Standard Chartered Bank kjy agreeing 。「 二sagreeing to a 
particular statement. Some statements were positive statements ( e g . Staff of the oanK 
are very polite) and some statements were negative statements (e.g. The bank has poor 
seLn-ty system). Respondents that agreed with a positive statement or disagreed a 
negativLy statement would have favourable attitude towards Standard Chartered Bank, 
conversely, he would have unfavourable attitude towards Standard Chartered Bank. 
Section G aimed at studying Standard Chartered Bank's competitive position when compared 
w u J s^me o Tts closest^ompetitors. The Hong Kong Bank and Hang Seng Bank " ^ e selected 
because they were perceived as the market leader in our focus group ^tudy. Bank of East 
Asi^iLtead of Citibank was selected because in our focus group study, the former was 
ronL-dered more like a "general bank" that provided a wide range of services like that of 
Son^ Konq Bank Hang S:二 Bank and Standard Chartered Bank. Citibank however, was 
realrded as a bank thit had only a few branches and specialised in merchant banking instead 
banking, we also included Bank of China Group banks in the comparison because 
the Chinese banks were catching up very quickly in gaming market share. 
Respondents were required to rank the five banks for、heir T ” ; 
,,111 uaq the best ranking and "5" was the worst ranking. Ranking d to were uie 
rlnk^ngs between "1" and "5". The smaller the number, the higher the ranking and vice 
virsa The service elements that we used were Quality of service, Reasonable Level of 
Charges, Convenience of Location and Overall Image. 
section H would obtain the rest of the respondents demographic information on Education 
level and monthly income level. 
d. the Final Questionnaire 
After testing questionnaire.003, we also discovered some problems and made some adjustments 
accordingly. 
Section A remained the same to be the warm up question. 
Section B would first ask the question: "How many banks do you have relationships with?". 
？Mr^estion wou d be another warm up question. In addition, it could help us screen out 
respon^nts tha? had no banker. We also added a question: •；Which bank d? you norma二Ly ba。= 
wtth°" This could be regarded as a warm up question and we could also know about the 
backing behaviour of non-S?andard Chartered Bank customers. We found it also very h，^^^ 
t ^ add two more warm up questions so that「espondents felt more at ease to reveal 
demograpMc informat^n such as age and occupation at the early stage of the interview. 
After the warm up, screening questions would be asked. Respondents would be interviewed 
according to the quota requirement mentioned earlier. 
Reaarding the question on respondents' occupation, we designed a card showing the 
definiiions for each category of occupation. In this way, respondents that were unclear 
abou? which category should their occu^tions belong to could refer to this defimtion card 
？o? clarification'^ Any occupation that could not be defined by this card would be 
classified as "Others". 
Section C would first studied the importance of some criteria for selecting banks, as that 
dSc?ibed for questionnaire.003. However, we added two more sub-sections which 
invesliSted the three bank products/services that respondents liked most and the three 
ianfchargls that respondents disliked most. These additional information would add value 
of our findings. 
Section D, E and F were the same as that in questionnaire.003. 
In Section G respondents found it difficult to "rank" the five given banks. Therefore 
ie l^VdTd to reqSest respondents to give scores to each bank The bank that performed 
S L t in a particular area (e.g. Quality of service) would get 10 points whereas the bank 
Sfth the worst performance would get zero point. There was a chance that more than one 
bank might get the same score. However, this problem could be solved since we would 
intervew around 130 respondents. The average score for a particular bank in a particular 
arerwould hardly be the same for another bank in the same area. In addition, respondents 
found it easier to rank in this way. 
In addition, many respondents in the questionnaire testing stage advised that there were 
many Bank of China Group Banks and one could be quite different from the others in terms 
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of stvles Therefore in order to clear up this ambiguity, we chose the Bank of China 
SLaJre'he Banrof^hln'was the largest ba^ nk in.the 二 a be ter c h a二 
to meet respondents that have a general impression or a "feeling" towards its service 
quality, level of fees and convenience of location and image. 
Moreover, when we asked respondents to give scores for 丨 ; m a n -
asked if that meant the Overall score. That was not what we meant. Therefore, it was 
corrected to "Image" instead of "Overall image". 
Section H remained the same as that in questionnaire.003. 
in addition to the above, the wordings shown on the q^uestjonnaire ^rjdard^^d a n d『 = = 
the conversational styles of all interviewers so that human error (of asking the same 
question by using different words) could be avoided. 
After all the above adjustments, the final questionnaire was developed. 
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Consimer Survey for Standard Chartered Bank (SCB) 
(Questionnaire.001) 
we are the students of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (show student ID " r d ) and conducting 
a survey on banks in Hong Kong. We would like to obtain your precious opinions to answer the 
following questions. The whole process will take only several minutes. 
A. Selective Criteria for Banks 
Which of the following criteria will you consider when you select a bank? 
Yes No 
reputation ( ) ( ) 
staff courtesy J i ( ) 
interest rate \ . ( ) 
exchange rate ( ) ( ) 
bank charge and other fees ： i ( 〉 
proximity to my residence/office J ‘ ( ) 
queuing time ( ) ( ) 
no. of branches , v ( ) 
availability of personal advices J ^ ( ) 
open counters 
others (please specify): 
B. General Awareness Survey 
1. Which bank do you think is the best bank in Hong Kong? 
2. Which bank do you bank with most? 
C. Under what circumstances may vou switch your bank? 
Yes No 
I move my residence/office ( ) 、 
other banks offer me better terms J i ( 〉 
other friends recommend such a change : ^ ( 〉 
I am disappointed by my present banker 》 < ) 
I have never thought of switching my banker 、 ‘ 
others (please specify): 
p. General Awareness of Standard Chartered Bank 
1. Standard Chartered Bank: yes No 
is just a bank i I ( ) 
is one of the largest banks in Hong Kong J ‘ ( ) 
is one of the note issuing banks in Hong Kong ^ ^ 丨 〉 
has open counters / n ( 〉 
has attracted a lot of robberies 、 
others (please specify): 
2. Do you have an account with SCB? ( ) ( ) 
E. Attitude toward Standard Chartered Bank (SCB) 
Please indicate the extent you agree or disagree to the following statements by circling the 
appropriate number: 
1 = strongly disagree to the statement 
2 = slightly disagree to the statement 
3 = neither agree or disagree to the statement 
4 = slightly agree to the statement 
5 = strongly agree to the statement 
1 2 3 4 5 
SCB has poor security system 1 2 3 4 5 
Staff of SCB are very polite , 4 5 
The queuing time in SCB branches is short ' 2 3 4 5 
SCB is a weak bank in Hong Kong j ? 3 4 5 
The open counter design in SCB is nice ‘ ^ 3 4 5 
SCB bank charges are low j p t / 5 
SCB offers good interest rates to depositors \ 0 I l 5 
SCB branches are close to my office/residence \ 7 i l 5 
SCB foreign exchange rates are favourable ' 2 3 4 5 
SCB has a poor image 
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F, Demographic Data (will be kept confidential «nd for statistical analysis only〉 
1. Sex: ( ) male ( ) female 
2. Age: ( ) below 15 ( ) 15-25 C > 26-35 
( ) 3 6 - 4 5 ( ) 46-55 ( ) 56-65 
( )above 65 
3. Education level: 
( )primary or less ( ) F.I - F.5 
( )f.6 - F.7 ( ) post secondary or above 
4. Occupation: 
( ) s t u d e n t ( ) professional ( ) housewife 
( ) u n e m p l o y e d ( ) retired ( ) government 
banker、 ( ) teacher < > sole ^prietor 
( ) t e c h n i c i a n ( ) secretary ( ) merchant 
( )others: please specify: 
5. Monthly income level: 
( ) l e s s than S5,000 < )、f'^^/ ^J^O^SoO 
t 、《t;in nni - $15 OOO ( ) $15,001 $<fu,uuu 
W o ] - 125；000 < ) S25,001 - S30 OOO 
( ) $ 3 0 , 0 0 1 - $35,000 < ) above $35,000 
Thank you very much for your time, bye! 
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Consuner Survey for Standard Chartered Bank (SCB) 
(Questionnaire.002) 
we are the students of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (show student ID and conducting 
a survey on banks in Hong Kong. We would like to obtain your precious opinions to answer 
following questions. The whole process will take only several minutes. 
A. Preliminary questions 
1. Which do you think is the best bank in Hong Kong? 
2. Which bank do you normally bank with? 
3. Occupation: 
( ) p r o f e s s i o n a l ( ) merchant ( ) sole proprietor 
/ ) sales person ( ) secretary ( ) technician 
？ac?ory employee ( ) bank employee ( ) government employee 
( ) h o u s e w i f e ( ) retired ( ) student 
( )others (please specify): 
B. Selective criteria for banks 
Among the following criteria for selecting banks, please indicate their importance to you by 
circling the appropriate number next to the criterion. 
1=this criterion is very important to me when selecting a bank 
2=this criterion is slightly important to me when selecting a bank 
L t h s Criterion is neither important or unimportant to me when selecting a bank 
4=this criterion is slightly un-important to me when selecting a bank 
5=this criterion is very un-important to me when selecting a bank 
r 1 2 3 4 5 
reputation 1 2 3 4 5 
staff courtesy 1 2 3 4 5 
interest rate - 2 3 4 5 
exchange rate 1 2 3 4 5 
bank charge and other fees 1 2 3 4 5 
proximity to my residence/office i 2 3 4 5 
queuing time 1 2 3 4 5 
no. of branches 1 2 3 4 5 
availability of personal advices ^ 2 3 4 5 
open counters - , 2 3 4 5 
others (please specify): 
C . Under what circumstances mav vou switch your bank? 
Yes No 
I move my residence/office ( ) 
other banks offer me better terms ： J ( ) 
other friends recommend such a change J J ( ) 
I am disappointed by my present banker 〉 〈 
I have never thought of switching my banker J ^ ( ) 
others (please specify): 
p. General Awareness of Standard Chartered Bank 
Standard Chartered Bank: yes No 
is just a bank / x ( ) 
is one of the largest banks in Hong Kong J ‘ ( ) 
is one of the note issuing banks in Hong Kong J ^ J 〉 
has open counters ( ) / j 
has attracted a lot of robberies ^ i ( ) 
others (please specify): 
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E. Attitude toward Standard Chartered Bank (SCB) 
Please indicate the extent you agree or disagree to the following statements by circling the 
appropriate number next to the statement: 
1 = strongly disagree to the statement 
2 = slightly disagree to the statement 
3 = neither agree or disagree to the statement 
4 = slightly agree to the statement 
5 = strongly agree to the statement 
E.g. The property price in H.K. is very low 1 2 3 4 5 
1 ? 3 4 5 
SCB has poor security system j 5 3 4 5 
Staff of SCB are very polite ] % i a 5 
The queuing time in SCB branches is short ] 7 i L 5 
SCB is a weak bank in Hong Kong ] i ^ U 5 
The open counter design in SCB is nice ] ^ ^ 4 5 
SCB bank charges are low . ] % 4 5 
SCB offers good interest rates to depositors ] i i 1 5 
SCB branches are close to my office/residence ] i i 1 5 
SCB foreign exchange rates are favourable ] | 3 ^ 5 
SCB has a poor image 1 之 
F_ nprnoaraDhic Data fi^ UL be kept ronfidential and for statistical analysis only) 
1. Sex: ( ) male ( ) female 
< ； 芸 : C ) 13-25 (；琵：芸（）above 65 
3. Education level: 
( )primary or less ( 〉 F.I - F.5 • 
I 5 f 6 - F.7 ( ) post secondary or above 
5. Monthly income level: 
f ) less than $5,000 ( ) $5,001 - $10,000 
il0!001 $15,000 ( ) $15,001 - $20,000 
$20 001 - $25；000 ( ) $25,001 - $30,000 
( ) $ 3 0 , 0 0 1 - $35,000 ( ) above $35,000 
(Thank you very much for your time, bye bye!) 
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Questionnaire No. (C1-3, 001-120) 
Consumer Survey for Banks in Hong ICong 
(Questionnaire.003) 
Up are the MBA students of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (show student ID card) and 
二ductinhge/B/u二V on L^o二 in Hong Kong. We would like to obtain your precious opinions to 
answer the following questions. The whole process will take only several minutes. 
A. Preliminary question 
1. Which do you think is the best bank in Hong Kong (C5, 1-9)? 
The Hong Kong Bank 丨 丨 j》义 
Hang Seng Bank ) { 
Citibank ) \ ;二 
Standard Chartered Bank ) ( 
Bank of East Asia J \ J^； 
Bank of America ； ； 
Bank of China ) 〈 
Chase Manhattan Bank 丨 丨 
Others (please specify): 【 ‘口 ^ 
R c^rrppnina question^ fuH U be kept rnnf idential and for statistical analysis only〉 
2. Sex (C7, 1-2): 〉⑴ 
male . (?) 
female ( ) ( 。 
3. What is your age (C9, 1-8)? ( 〉^〉 
Itll C ) (2) 
3^35 ( ) (3) 
II f1 ( ) (4) 
f'il ( ) (5) 
il'^ l ( ) (6) 
st-fo < ) (7) 
“ ^ t i^eyrOeU^poOnCdCeUrr^n^CIJ^elf^J-hlifoccupation, use the occupation definition cards. 
Respondent can select the card that best d e s c r i b e s his occupation) 
professional 丨 丨 >02) 
merchant ) \ 
sole proprietor 04 
sales person ； i ；qcs 
secretai^y 06 
technician \ ‘ 
factory employee 丨；J no； 
bank employee ) ( 》 
government employee J ( 
housewife ； 〈 M I、 
retired 2 
student 丨 { J^C 
others (please specify): ^ 
(For questions 2-4, consult the quota table, proceed if the quota requirement is fulfilled, 
otherwise thank the respondent and terminate the interview) 
5. Which bank do you normally bank with (C14, 1-9〉？ 
The Hong Kong Bank ^ \ Jl^ 
Hang Seng Bank ) { ； 
Citibank ； ； Jf； 
Standard Chartered Bank ) ( J^J 
Bank of East Asia J 〈 
Bank of America ) \ 
Bank of China ) 〈 
Chase Manhattan Bank ) 〈 
Others (please specify): 、 '、” 
(For question 5, thank the respondent and terminate the interview if the respondent has 
no banker, otherwise, proceed to the next section) 
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B. Selective criteria for banks (C16-25, 1-4) 
Among the following criteria for selecting banks丨 please indicate their importance to you by 
circling the appropriate number next to the criterion. 
1=this criterion is extremely important to me when selecting a bank 
2=this criterion is slightly important to me when selecting a bank 
3=this criterion is slightly unimportant to me when selecting a banK 
4=this criterion is extremely unimportant to me when selecting a bank: 
1 2 3 4 (C16) 
reputation 1 2 3 4 (C17) 
staff courtesy 1 2 3 4 (C18) 
interest rate and exchange rate < ^ 2 3 4 (C19) 
bank charge and other fees < ^ 2 3 4 ((20) 
proximity to my residence/office J 2 3 4 (C21) 
queuing time 1 2 3 4 (C22) 
no. of branches 1 2 3 4 (C23) 
availability of personal advices < ^ 2 3 4 (C24) 
open counters 3 4 (C25) 
others (please specify): . 
r. under what circumstances will vou consider switching vour bank (C27-32, 1-2?? 
Yes No 
(1) (2) 
I move my residence/office ^ \ / ) (C28' 1-2) 
other banks offer me better terms J J ( 〉 （c29' 1-2) 
other friends recommend such a change J J ( ) (C30' 1-2) 
I am disappointed by my present banker ( ) ‘ 
I have never thought of ( ) ( 〉 (C31, 1-2) 
switching my banker 〉 （ ） （。32: 1-2) 
others (please specify): 、 ^ 
in the following two sections you ^li^tT/rairtha^'? [；e 
^ [ ^ e ^ D n w e r ^ l ^ r t c ^ ^ ^ 二！？㊀^广曰㊀丁口卜。。^^^/?^/, e S ^ o n s e to the first bank in the U'st, 
the second respondent will give response to the second bank...etc. 
n Awareness of: (Bank selected from the list of banks, C34-39, 1-2) 
Yes No 
(1) (2〉 
( ) ( ) ( C 3 4 , 1-2) 
is just a bank J x ( ) (c35 1-2) 
is one of the largest banks in H.K. J ^ ( ) (c36' 1-2) 
is one of the note issuing banks in H.K. ^ ^ ( ) (C37[ 1-2) 
has open counters . / x ( ) 1-2) 
has attracted a lot of robberies J ‘ ( ) (c39 1-2) 
others (please specify): ^ ‘ 
. H p towards: (Bank selected from the list of banks, C41-50, 1-4) 
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Please indicate the extent you agree or disagree to the following statements by circling the 
appropriate number next to the statement: 
1=strongly disagree with the statement 
2=slightly disagree with the statement 
3=slightly agree with the statement 
4=strongly agree with the statement 
E.g. The property price in H.K. is low 1 2 3 4 
, 1 2 3 4 (C41) 
The bank has poor security system ' 2 3 4 (C42) 
Staff of the bank are very polite ' ^ 3 4 (C43) 
The queuing time in the bank is short \ ? 3 U (C44) 
The bank is a weak bank in Hong Kong ‘ 。 
I feel comfortable with the bank's 1 2 3 4 (C45) 
open counter design 1 2 3 4 (C46) 
The bank's charges are low 
The bank offers good 1 2 3 4 (C47) 
deposit interest rates 
The bank's a branch 1 2 3 4 (C48) 
close to my off ice/residence ‘ 
The bank's foreign exchange 1 2 3 4 (C49) 
rates are favourable J p 3 4 (C50) 
The bank has a poor image 
F. Ranking of Banks (C52-74, 1-4) 
in this section, you will be gWen 5 banks. You are revested to ^ 
二 二 二 = = 二 二 二 - = “ ‘ 丨 
Quality Reasonable Convenience Overall 
of service Level of Charges of Location Image 
„ , , 、 / ) (C58) ( ) (C64) ( ) (C70) 
Hong Kong Bank c59 ) (C65) ( ) (C71) 
Seng Bank c60 ( ) (C66) ( ) ( C ^ ) 
SCB < )、丨盟 ) C61) ( ) (C67) ( ) (C73) 
Bank of East Asia " 5 (C68) ( ) (C74) 
BOC Group Banks ( ) (C56) ( ) (co^f) v 
p npmnnr.Dhic Data fuHI be kept confidential and for statistical analysis only〉 
1. Education level (C76, 1-4): 
primary or less ( ] 二^J 
F 1 - F.5 ( ) ⑷ 
1.6 - F:7 C ) 
post secondary or above ( ) ⑷ 
5. Monthly income level (C78, 1-8): 
less than $5,000 ( 〉 （1) 
$ 5,001 - $10,000 ( ) (2) 
$10,001 - $15,000 ( ) (3) 
$15,001 - $20,000 ( ) 
$20,001 - $25,000 ( ) (5) 
$25,001 - $30,000 ( ) C6) 
$30,001 - $35,000 ( ) (7) 
above $35,000 ( ) (8〉 




Questionnaire No. • tr 一 
Consumer Survey for Banks in Hong Kong 
We are the MBA students of the Chinese University of Hong 
K ^ g (show student ID card) and conducting a survey on 
b L L in Hong Kong. We would like to obta.n your prec.ous 
opinions to answer the following questions. The whole 
process will take only several minutes. 
A. Preliminary question 
Which do you think is the best bank in Hong Kong ？ 
The Hong Kong Bank 
Hang Seng Bank 
Citibank 
Standard Chartered Bank 
Bank of East Asia J 
Bank of America ) | 
Bank of China 〈 
Chase Manhattan Bank 
Others (please specify) ： ( ) 
n Qr^^^^nina quest inn^ (will be kept confidpntial and for 
C!t-nl-,istica1 analysis only) 
1 . How many banks do you have relationships with? 
None ; X 
One ； X 
Two ; X 
Three ; 、 
More than three 」“ ._ 
(For question 1, thank the respondent and terminate 
the interview if the respondent has no banker, 
otherwise, proceed to the next question) 
2 . Which bank do you normally bank with ？ 
The Hong Kong Bank J 
Bank of America 丨 ( 
Hang Seng Bank 
Bank of China 丨 〈 
Citibank ( ) 
Chase Manhattan Bank 
Standard Chartered Bank 
Bank of East Asia 
Others (please specify) : ( ) 
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3. Sex ： 
male | I 
female ( ) 
4. What is your age ？ 







54-59 ^ ^ 
5 What is your occupation ？ • 
• (If the respondent cannot define his occupation, use 
the occupation definition cards. Respondent can 
select the card that best describes his occupation) 
professional 〉 )、 
merchant ) 、 
sales person 〉 〈 
secretary 丨 〈 
technician J ( 
teacher • ( 
clerical workers J 
manual labour workers 
disciplinary forces 
housewife J 、 
retired J 、 
student : . 
others (please specify) ： ( ^ 
(For questions 2-5, consult the quota table, proceed 
if the quota requirement is fulfilled, otherwise thank 
the respondent and terminate the interview) 
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C . S e l e c t i v e c r i t e i H a f o r b a n k s 
1. Among the following criteria for select丄ng 二^【& 
please indicate their importance to you by circling 
the appropriate number next to the criterion. 
l=this criterion is extremely important to me when 
selecting a bank 
2=this criterion is somewhat important to me when 
selecting a bank 
3=this criterion is somewhat unimportant to me when 
selecting a bank 
4二this criterion is extremely unimportant to me when 
selecting a bank 
-1 2 3 4 
r e p u t a t i o n 
staff courtesy . t t a 
interest rate and exchange rate 1 z ^ ^ 
bank charge and other fees ^ ^ t a 
proximity to my residence/office t 3 ^ 
queuing time ^ ^ ^ 4 
no. of branches ， 』 . n t t 4 
availability of personal advices 2 3 4 
open counters ^ ^ . 
others (please specify) ： 1 ^ 
2 . W h i c h 3 bank p r o d u c t s / s e r v i c e s d o you l i k e most? 
M o r t g a g e L o a n ( ) T a x L o a n i ) 
C r e d i t C a r d ( ) O v e r d r a f t 
Phone Banking ( ) Current Account 
S a v i n g s A c c o u n t ( ) T i m e _ D e p o s i t s 
Securities broking ( ) Foreign Exchange ( ) 
ATM services ( ) . 
Others (please specify)： 、 ) 
3. Which 3 bank charges do you dislike most? 
R e t u r n e d c h e q u e ( ) S t o p p e d C h e q u e 丨） 
Exchange of coins ( ) Apply for M o r t g a g e ( ) 
Credit Card 「 • n • ; / 、 
annual fees ( ) OD facility fees 
R e m i t t a n c e ( ) G i f t C h e q u e 
O t h e r s (please s p e c i f y ) ： 、 ‘ 
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n TTndP.r what cH rniimstancpq will von consider switching 
your main banker? 
Yes No 
工 move my residence/office J | ; x 
other banks offer me better terms 
other friends recommend such a change ( i 〉 ) 
I am disappointed by my present banker 
工 have never thought of switching my banker 
others (please specify) ： ( ) 
.Section E. and F. 
In the following two sections, you (respondent) are 
rpauested to express your awareness of a bank and your 
attitude towards t h.3. t • -I n 一 - « 1 1 •"PI^。 
a list of banks that the interviewer will show Y^^' ^ 
first respondent will give response to the first bank in 
the list, the second respondent will give response to the 
second bank...etc. 
TT. of： (Bank selected 
from the list of banks) 
Yes No 
has phone banking service ) 
has securities broking service J 
has tax loan . ^ „ ( ) ( ) 
is one of the note issuing banks m H.K. 
has open counters ( ) i ) 
others (please specify)： 、 
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F. Attitude towards : (Bank 
selected from the list of banks) 
Please indicate the extent you agree or disagree to the 
following statements by circling the appropriate number 
next to the statement： 
l=strongly disagree with the statement 
2=slightly disagree with the statement 
3=slightly agree with the statement 
4=strongly agree with the statement 
E.g. Property price in H.K. is very low 1 2 3 4 
The bank has poor security system 1 2 3 ^ 
Staff of the bank are very polite 
The queuing time in the bank is short ^ ^ i ： 
The bank is a small bank in Hong Kong 1 2 J ^ 
工 feel comfortable with the bank's 1 2 3 4 
open counter design n i 4 
The bank's charges are low ^ ^ 
The bank offers 
high deposit interest rates 丄 2 二 
The bank has a branch 
close to my office/residence 丄 2 J 
The bank's foreign - ^ ^ 4 
exchange rate spread are small ^ 0 3 4 
The bank has a poor image l 丄 
a. Rating of Banks 
Tn this section, you will be given 5 banks. You are 
二auestfed tS rOate L e s e 5 banks for their performance in 
v a ? i o S a r e L . "10" is the best rating and "。” is the 
wors^ratTng "1" to ”9" are the ratings in between. The 
greater the number, the higher the rating. 
Quality Reasonable Convenience 
of Level of of 
Service Charges Location 工mage 
HKB ( ) ( ) (, )、 \ \ 
HSB ( ) ( ) 
SCB ( ) ( ) 
BEA ( ) ( ) 
BOC ( ) ( ) ( ) 、 J 
HKB-Hong Kong Bank 
HSB-Hang Seng Bank 
SCB-Standard Chartered Bank 
BEA-Bank of East Asia 
BOC-Bank of China 
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H. Demographic Data (will be kept confidential and for 
statistical analysis only) 
I. Education level ： 
primary or less ( | 
F.l - F.5 ( 
F.6 - F.7 ( 
post secondary or above ( ) 
5. Monthly income level ： 
less than $5,000 ( ) 
$ 5,001 - $10,000 ( 
$10,001 - $15,000 ( 
$15,001 - $20,000 ( 
$20,001 - $25,000 ( 
$25,001 - $30,000 ( 
$30,001 - $35,000 ( 
above $35,000 ( ) 
(Thank you very much for your precious time, bye bye!) 
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問 卷 编 號 ： 
第 一 頁 
對 香 港 銀 行 業 之 消 費 者 普 査 
我 們 是 香 港 中 文 大 學 工 商 管 理 學 頭 士 課 程 學 生 （ 出 示 學 生 證 ） 而 正 進 行 一 項 對 香 港 銀 行 
業 之 普 査 。 我 們 希 望 得 到 你 對 回 答 以 下 問 題 的 寶 貴 意 見 。 全 部 過 程 抵 需 時 數 分 鐘 。 
甲 . 初 部 問 題 
你 認 為 香 港 哪 一 間 銀 行 是 最 好 的 銀 行 ？ 
匯 豐 銀 行 （ ） 
恒 生 銀 行 （ ） 
萬 國 寶 通 銀 行 （ ） 
澄 打 銀 行 （ ） 
東 亞 銀 行 （ ） 
美國銀^^ ( ) 
中 國 銀 行 （ ） 
大 通 銀 行 （ ） 
其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） ： ( ) 
乙 . 頸 別 問 題 （ 將 會 保 密 及 抵 作 统 計 分 析 用 途 ） 
1 . 你 與 多 少 間 銀 行 有 來 往 關 係 ？ 
完 全 沒 有 （ ） 
一間 （ ） 
兩間 （ ） 
三間 （ ) 
超 過 亏 間 （ ） 
( 對 問 題 1 , 如 果 被 訪 者 沒 有 任 何 來 往 銀 行 ， 多 謝 被 訪 者 及 終 止 訪 問 ， 否 則 繼 续 進 
行 到 下 一 問 題 ） 
2 . 哪 一 間 銀 行 是 你 的 主 要 來 往 銀 行 ？ 
g登銀行 （ ） 
恒 生 銀 行 （ ） 
萬 國 寶 通 銀 行 （ ） 
澄 打 銀 行 （ ） 
東 亞 銀 行 （ ） 
美 國 銀 行 （‘） 
中 國 銀 行 （ ） 
大 通 銀 行 （ ） 
其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） • • ( ) 
！ • 
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3 . 性 别 ： 
丨 男 （ ） 
女 ( ) 
4 . 你 的 年 齢 是 ？ 
超 出 範 圍 （ ） 
1 8 - 2 3 ( ) 
2 4 - 2 9 ( ) 
3 0 - 3 5 ( ) 
3 6 - 4 1 ( ) 
4 2 - 4 7 ( ) 
4 8 - 5 3 ( ) 
5 4 - 5 9 ( ) 
5 . 你 的 職 業 是 ？ 
( 如 果 被 訪 者 不 能 表 明 他 的 職 業 時 ， 採 用 職 業 定 義 暗 。 被 訪 者 可 從 暗 中 找 到 最 切 合 
他 的 職 業 類 別 ） 
專 業 人 士 （ ） 
經 商 人 士 （ ） 
營業員 （ ） 
秘書 （ ) 
技術員 （ ） 
教師 （ ） 
文 職 工 作 者 （ ） 
體 力 勞 動 工 作 者 （ ） 
紀 律 部 隊 ( ) 
家 庭 主 婦 （ ） 
退休 （ ） 
學生 （ ） 
其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） ： ( ) 
( 對 第 2 至 5 題 ， 請 査 閱 配 額 表 ， 如 果 附 合 配 額 規 定 可 繼 绩 ， 否 則 多 謝 被 訪 者 及 終 
止訪間） 
！ 
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丨 丙 . 選 擇 銀 行 之 標 準 
1 . 在 下 列 選 擇 銀 行 之 標 準 中 ， 請 根 據 對 你 的 重 要 性 圏 出 標 準 旁 的 適 當 數 字 。 
1 = 這 標 準 對 我 選 擇 銀 行 是 非 常 重 要 的 。 
2 = 這 標 準 對 我 選 擇 銀 行 是 一 般 重 要 的 。 
3 = 這 標 準 對 我 選 擇 銀 行 是 一 般 不 重 要 的 。 
4 = 這 標 準 對 我 選 擇 銀 行 是 非 常 不 重 要 的 。 
聲娶 1 2 3 4 
職 員 禮 貌 1 2 3 4 
利 率 及 匯 率 定 價 1 2 3 4 
銀 行 收 費 1 2 3 4 
接 近 自 己 的 往 所 / 工 作 地 方 1 2 3 4 
輪 候 時 間 1 2 3 4 
分 行 數 目 1 2 3 4 
個 人 諮 詢 建 議 之 提 供 1 2 3 4 
開 放 式 瓶 樓 1 2 3 4 
, 其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） ： 1 2 3 4 
2 . 哪 三 種 銀 行 產 品 / 服 務 你 最 喜 歡 ？ 
褸 宇 按 揭 貸 款 （ ） 稅 務 貸 款 （ ） 
信用暗 ( ) 透支 （ ） 
電 話 銀 行 服 務 （ ） 來 往 戶 口 （ ） 
儲 蓄 戶 口 （ ） 定 期 存 款 （ ） 
股 票 買 賣 （ ） 外 匯 買 資 （ ） 
自 動 播 員 機 （ ） 其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） ： 
( ) 
3 . 哪 三 種 銀 行 收 費 你 最 不 喜 歡 ？ 
支 票 退 票 （ ） 支 票 停 截 （ ） 
硬 幣 兑 換 （ ） 按 揭 申 請 （ ） 
信 用 暗 年 費 （ ） 透 支 額 費 用 （ ） 
匯款 （ ） 禮券 （ ） 
其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） ： 
( ) 
丁 . 在 甚 麼 情 況 下 你 會 考 盧 轉 換 你 的 主 要 銀 行 ？ 
是 否 
我 搬 遷 我 的 住 宅 / 辦 公 室 （ ） （ ） 
其 他 銀 行 提 供 較 好 的 條 件 （ ） （ ） 
其 他 朋 友 介 绍 我 轉 換 （ ） （ ） 
我 對 我 現 在 之 主 要 銀 行 失 望 （ ） （ ） 
我 從 沒 有 想 過 轉 換 我 的 主 要 銀 行 （ ） （ ） 
其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） ： ( ) ( ) 
I 
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在 以 下 的 兩 個 部 份 ， 你 （ 被 訪 者 ） 會 被 要 求 表 達 你 對 某 一 銀 行 之 認 識 及 態 度 。 該 銀 行 將 
會 從 訪 問 員 手 頭 上 之 銀 行 名 單 中 挑 選 。 第 一 位 被 訪 者 將 • 對 名 單 中 第 一 間 銀 行 發 表 意 見 
而 第 二 位 被 訪 者 將 會 對 名 單 中 第 二 間 銀 行 發 表 意 見 ， 餘 此 類 推 。 
戊 . 對 I ( 從 銀 行 名 單 中 選 出 之 銀 行 ） 普 通 之 認 識 
是 否 
有 提 供 電 話 銀 行 服 務 （ ） （ ） 
有 提 供 股 票 買 賣 服 務 （ ） （ ） 
有 稅 務 貸 款 （ ） （ ） 
是 香 港 發 钞 銀 行 其 中 一 間 （ ） （ ） 
有 開 放 式 櫃 植 （ ） （ ） 
其 他 （ 請 註 明 ） ： { ) i ) 
己 . 势 （ 從 銀 行 名 單 中 選 出 之 銀 行 ） 之 態 度 
請 表 示 你 對 下 列 句 子 之 同 意 與 不 同 意 程 度 而 圏 出 句 子 旁 的 適 當 數 字 。 
1 = 對 句 子 強 烈 地 同 意 。 
2 = 對 句 子 輕 微 地 同 意 。 
3 = 對 句 子 輕 微 地 不 同 意 。 
4 = 對 句 子 強 烈 地 不 同 意 。 
例 ： 香 港 之 樓 宇 價 格 非 常 低 
該 銀 行 之 保 安 糸 统 很 差 1 2 € ， 
該 銀 行 之 員 工 非 常 有 禮 1 2 3 4 
該 銀 行 之 輪 候 時 間 很 短 1 $ • ， 
該 銀 行 是 香 港 較 小 的 銀 行 1 2 ， ， 
我 對 該 銀 行 之 開 放 式 播 檯 設 計 感 到 舒 適 1 2 3 4 
該 銀 行 之 收 費 低 廉 1 尝 • ， 
該 銀 行 提 供 高 的 存 款 利 率 
該 銀 行 之 分 行 接 近 我 的 辦 公 室 / 住 所 1 2 3 4 
該 銀 行 之 外 匯 差 價 很 小 • 1 受 g ， 
該 銀 行 之 形 象 很 差 1 2 3 4 
I 
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庚 . 銀 行 之 評 分 
在 這 部 份 ， 你 會 面 對 五 間 銀 行 。 請 你 就 該 五 間 銀 行 在 不 同 層 面 的 表 現 來 評 分 。 " 1 0 ” 
表 示 最 好 評 分 及”0 ”表示最差評分。” 1 ”至"9 ”分是中間不同程度之評分，數字愈大， 
：^數愈高。 
‘ 服 務 質 素 合 理 收 費 水 平 地 點 方 便 形象 
• 豐 銀 行 （ ） （ ） （ ） （ ） 
恒 生 銀 行 （ ） （ ） （ ） ( ) 
澄 打 銀 行 （ ） （ ） ‘ （ ） i 
東 亞 銀 行 （ ） （ ） （ ） （ 
中 國 銀 行 （ ） （ ） （ ） （ ） 
申 . 人 口 資 料 （ 將 會 保 密 及 抵 作 铳 計 分 析 用 途 ） 
1 . 教 育 程 度 ： 
小 學 或 M下 丨 I 
中 一 至 中 五 
中 六 至 中 t 
大 專 或 以 上 （ ） 
2 . 每 月 入 息 水 平 ： 
低於 $ 5 , 0 0 0 ( \ 
$ 5 , 0 0 1 - $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 ( ) 
$ 1 0 , 0 0 1 — $ 1 5 , 〇 〇 〇 （） 
$ 1 5 ,〇〇 1 一 $ 2〇， 0 0 0 ( ) 
$ 2 0 , 0 0 1 — $ 2 5 , 0 〇 0 ( ) 
$ 2 5 , 0 0 1 — $ 3 0 , 0 0〇 （） 
$ 3 0 , 〇 〇 1 一 $ 3 5 , 0 0 0 ( ) 
高於 $ 3 5 , 0 0 0 





搭票定義站 銀 行 名 單 
講業人士 - 包 括 醫 生 ’ 律 工 程 e s ， 建 築 誦 ， | | ! | 2 
. 會 計 師 ， 精 算 誦 ， 大 學 及 大 專 教 罕 早 籠 \ i m i m r n 
或 一 切 須 考 獲 專 業 實 格 工 作 之 人 士 i i i i ^ ^ 
：經商人士 一 包 括 個 人 經 營 ， 合 彩 經 營 绞 註 擺 有 限 公 司 | i i S 
经營而有商業登記之人士 
• 員 - 包 雜 紀 , 市 場 拓 展 , 售 貨 員 及 介 绍 人 等 等 I' 1 1 1 1 
1 技 銜 _ 一 包 括 電 腦 操 作 ， 機 核 搡 作 ， 髮 型 師 ， 設 計 ， 大 新 銀 行 
” 水喉匠，電器技工，等等 
教 師 一 包 括 中 學 ’ 小 學 ， 幼 稚 園 之 教 學 人 員 等 等 
文 職 工 作 者 一 包 括 文 員 ， 銀 行 櫃 檯 員 ， 接 待 員 ， 









Col Variable measured Value of responses 
1-3 Questionnaire Number 001-133 
5 Best bank in Hong Kong 1-9 
1：Hong Kong Bank 
2:Hang Seng Bank 
3：Citibank 
4：Standard Chartered Bank 
5：Bank of East Asia 
6:Bank of America 
7:Bank of China 
8：Chase Manhattan Bank 
9：Others 
7 No. of banks respondents have relationship 1-5 
1：None 
2 :One 
3 ： Two 
4：Three 
5：More than three 
9 Respondents' major banker 1-9 
1：Hong Kong Bank 
2:Hang Seng Bank 
3：Citibank 
4：Standard Chartered Bank 
5:Bank of East Asia 
6：Bank of America 
7:Bank of China 
8：Chase Manhattan Bank 
9：Others 
11 Sex of respondents 1-2 
1：Male 
2：Female 
13 Aqe of respondents 1-8 
1:Out of range 
2:18 to 23 
3:24 to 29 
4:30 to 35 
5:36 to 41 
6:42 to 47 
7:48 to 53 
8:54 to 59 
\ 
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18 Importance of REPUTATION 1：EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 
19 importance of COURTESY 2:SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT 
20 importance of F.X./INTEREST RATES 3:SLIGHTLY UNIMPORTANT 
21 Im^rtance of BANK CHARGES/FEES 4: EXTREMELY UNIMPORTANT 
22 Importance of PROXIMITY OF THE BANK 
23 Importance of QUEUING TIME 
24 Importance of NUMBER OF BRANCHES 
25 Importance of PERSONAL ADVICES 
26 Importance of OPEN COUNTERS 
27 Importance of OTHER CRITERIA 
29-40 1一2 29 Like MORTGAGE LOAN most l:Yes 2:No 
30 Like CREDIT CARD most 
31 Like PHONE BANKING most 
32 Like SAVINGS ACCOUNT most 
33 Like TRADING SECURITIES most 
34 Like ATM most 
35 Like TAX LOAN most 
36 Like OVERDRAFT most 
37 Like CURRENT ACCOUNT most 
38 Like FIXED DEPOSIT most 
39 Like TRADING F.X. most 
40 Like OTHER SERVICE most 
42-50 1一2 
42 Dislike RETURN CHEQUE CHARGE most l:Yes 2:No 
43 Dislike FEE FOR CHANGING COINS most 
44 Dislike CREDIT CARD ANNUAL FEE most 
45 Dislike REMITTANCE HANDLING FEE most 
46 Dislike STOP CHEQUE FEE most 
47 Dislike HOME LOAN SET UP FEE most 
4 8 Dislike SET UP FEE FOR O.D. most 
49 Dislike GIFT CHEQUE FEE most 
50 Dislike OTHER FEES most 
1 - 2 52-57 52 Chanqe bank: if MOVE HOME OR OFFICE l:Yes 2:No 53 Change bank: if OTHER BANKS OFFER BETTER TERMS 
54 Change bank: if FRIENDS RECOMMEND IT 
55 Change bank: if EXIST. BK DISAPPOINT ME 
56 NEVER THOUGHT OF SWITCHING BANKER 
57 Change banker under OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES 
59-64 1一2 
59 SCB has PHONE BANKING l:Yes 2:No 
60 SCB has TRADING OF SECURITIES SERVICE 
61 SCB provides TAX LOAN 
62 SCB ISSUES NOTES 63 SCB has OPEN COUNTERS 
64 SCB provides OTHER SERVICES 
99 
66-75 1-4 
66 SCB has poor security system 1：STRONGLY AGREE 
67 Staff of SCB are very polite 2:SLIGHTLY AGREE 
68 Queuing time in SCB is short 3:SLIGHTLY DISAGREE 
69 SCB is a small bank in H.K. 4:STRONGLY DISAGREE 
70 Comfortable with open counters of SCB 
71 The charges of SCB are low 
72 SCB offers good deposit interest rates 
73 SCB is close to my office or residence 
74 The SCB f.X. rates are favourable 
75 SCB has a poor image 
77-119 00-10 
77-78 Score of HKB for QUALITY OF SERVICE 
79-80 Score of HSB for QUALITY OF SERVICE 
81-82 Score of SCB for QUALITY OF SERVICE 
83-84 Score of BEA for QUALITY OF SERVICE 
85-86 Score of BOC for QUALITY OF SERVICE 
88-89 Score of HKB for REASONABLENESS OF FEES 
9 0 - 9 1 Score of HSB for REASONABLENESS OF FEES 
92-93 Score of SCB for REASONABLENESS OF FEES 
94-95 Score of BEA for REASONABLENESS OF FEES 
96-97 Score of BOC for REASONABLENESS OF FEES 
99-100 Score of HKB for CONVENIENCE OF LOCATION 
101-102 Score of HSB for CONVENIENCE OF LOCATION 
103-104 Score of SCB for CONVENIENCE OF LOCATION 
105-106 Score of BEA for CONVENIENCE OF LOCATION 
107-108 Score of BOC for CONVENIENCE OF LOCATION 
110-111 Score of HKB for 工MAGE 
112-113 Score of HSB for IMAGE 
114-115 Score of SCB for 工MAGE 
116-117 Score of BEA for IMAGE 
118-119 Score of BOC for IMAGE 
121 Education level . 1:Primary or below 
2：Form 1 to Form 5 
3:Form 6 to Form 7 
4:Post secondary and above 
123 Income of respondents 1-8 
1：Below $5,000 
2:$5,001 to $10,000 
3:$10,001 to $15,000 
4 :$15,001 to $20,000 
5 :$20,001 to $25,000 
6 :$25,001 to $30,000 





RAW DATA INPUT 
PROJECT2.DAT 
001 4 3 4 1 3 05 2222222239 212221222212 122112222 112129 111119 3214233134 0708090706 0708080707 0809090707 0708090706 3 3 
002 4 2 4 2 7 04 1222212339 211221222222 221212212 212129 121119 4224233234 0708090707 0707070707 0909090707 0807080707 3 5 
003 4 2 4 2 5 08 2222222229 212222222112 122122212 222219 121119 4224222224 0708080606 0708080808 0809090404 0809090707 4 6 
004 1 3 5 2 8 07 1211112339 222122222112 212122212 222219 211119 1234233233 1009080706 0808080707 1009080706 1009080706 1 2 
005 1 5 1 1 4 01 1112112239 212211222222 122121222 211129 121119 3314233334 0708070707 0607070707 0808080606 0808080707 4 5 
006 1 2 1 1 8 11 1121111129 222121221222 212222211 222219 111119 4322232333 1009090707 0808070707 1010080707 1009080707 1 1 
007 2 3 1 1 7 11 1122111129 222121222122 212122212 222219 221119 3213233233 0709080707 0708070707 0810080707 0809080707 2 1 
008 1 4 1 2 2 12 1122111229 222121222212 212122212 111129 121119 4213233234 0909080808 0808080707 0909090707 0909090707 4 1 
009 3 2 1 2 2 10 1111111119 222211222122 222122212 111129 111119 1314233233 0808080606 0808080606 0809070606 0808080606 2 1 
010 1 3 1 2 7 10 1111212229 222221222112 212122212 222219 221119 4214133334 0708070606 0707070606 0809080606 0808080606 2 1 
011 6 2 6 2 7 10 1111212229 222212222112 112212222 211129 111119 2323333233 0707070707 0607070706 0708070606 0708070606 2 1 
012 1 3 1 1 3 03 2233223329 212221222212 121212222 222219 221119 3214233233 0809080808 0808080808 0910090707 0 9 1 ^ 0 8 2 2 
013 2 3 1 1 406 1133113339 122221122222 221122212 112129 221119 4324233233 0909080707 0808070606 0909080707 0909080707 3 4 
0 4 ^ 4 8 1 2 07 1122333339 112221222222 122112222 212121 111119 1324333333 0708070807 0707070707 0809080707 0808070707 3 3 
0 5 H i 3 05 1111212229 212221222122 111222222 212129 222119 2324333233 0809080707 0707070707 0809080707 0809080707 4 4 
016 1 3 1 1 7 09 1111212229 112222122222 221221212 111129 111119 1324433333 0707070606 0606060606 0909080707 4 6 
o n 1 4 1 8 07 1121222229 112221222222 221121222 222219 221119 3224233234 0909090808 0808080707 0909080707 4 7 
018 1 2 1 1 608 1222212339 222121222122 112222212 222129 222129 4444444444 09080807Q7 0707070707 0909080707 0909080707 2 5 
^ 9 5 1 122112239 212221212222 122112222 222121 221119 3324233234 0908080707 0707070707 0909080707 0908080707 4 5 
2 ^ 0 ^ 9 2 2 04 2211112339 212221222122 222222211 212129 111119 3324233233 0809080707 0707070707 0910080706 0809080707 3 3 
Z A l V l l Z n m n m 212221212222 221122212 222219 121119 4224233234 1010090808 0808080808 1010090808 : : 4 
S i 5 ^ ^ 4 07 2222222229 212221122222 122212212 111129 111119 2224233234 0908080807 0808080807 0909080505 0909080^ 3 5 
Z S m n S 21^1122222 121212222 111129 222119 3234233334 0808080706 0505050607 0909080706 0808070606 3 3 
5 1 2 5 04 1111212339 122222212212 212122212 212129 111119 4444444244 0808080807 0707070808 0909080707 O m ^ 3 5 
^ 5 1 3 2 6 07 1111111229 212221222122 122112222 212129 111119 3224233233 0908080707 0708080808 0909080705 ^ ^ ^ \ \ 
^ 6 2 3 2 2 7 08 2339 222122222112 212122212 222219 221119 2333333233 0908080706 0808080808 0909080705 0909080705 2 3 
ST 2 n = = 222121222222 212122212 222219 221119 3223232333 0808080707 0808080707 0808080707 _ 0 : 3 
^ 0 1 2 , 2 2 1111111229 222121222222 212122212 121129 111119 4414133233 0708070605 0707070707 0809080505 0808080707 4 
Z ^ , 2 7 i l m 9 ^212222112 122112222 222219 111119 4324233233 0908070605 0808070707 0909080606 
Z 2 3 2 2 I I 222 2229 212221222122 121212222 222219 111119 4334333233 0708070707 0808080899 0810080699 0 8 » 3 8 
Z l l l l l o i 2S223339 212221212222 222122222 222219 221119 4224233234 0808080707 0707070707 0910090705 0809080706 4 4 
2 ^ 6 2 6 2 2 m S 9 2L2121222 121212222 212129 211119 2224233333 0707080807 0707080807 0808080606 0808080707 4 5 ；33 5 5 5 1 8 ^ ^ f l S 49 222^2222112 122112222 212129 121119 4424444233 0808080808 0707070807 0808080707 0808080807 4 
S 4 2 2 m m S 9 212221222122 122122222 222219 121119 3214232334 0708080606 0708070707 08080807^ 0 8 0 8 « « 
Z l l l l l 0 12224149 212211222222 122212212 212129 111119 2313333233 0807070706 0606070707 0910080706 080 O OW 4 6 
二 二 二 2222223339 112221222222 121212222 212129 111119 3224233234 0808080606 0707070707 0909090505 0808080606 3 4 
o ' n 6 m 二 = 二222212 122212212 111129 222119 2333333233 0808080707 0707070707 08080瞧 0808080606 1 3 
0 8 i n TS 1229 121221222222 221222211 222219 121119 4114233134 0708090807 0708080807 0809100707 0 7 : 7 4 8 
^ 2 2 4 5 09 2 213249 212221222122 121212222 112129 111119 3224333233 0708080706 0708080706 0810080505 0709080605 3 4 
Z I 2 4 2 2 Z 2222223249 212221122222 222112212 222219 111119 4234233234 0708080706 0607080706 0808090706 0808090706 3 2 
3 ^ U U ™ 2 2221122222 121222212 212129 221119 2334333233 0707070606 0707070606 0808080505 0707070^ 4 4 
Z 4 4 2 S 39 212221222212 112212222 222219 121119 3223233333 0808080707 0707070606 0909080404 0808080^ 
^ 3 1 ^ 2 2 03 1 1111129 212221222122 221222211 222219 111119 4234233134 0607080706 0607070706 080808(H04 0707080605 2 2 
^ 4 ^ 2 5 08 2211113339 222212222112 212221212 112129 222119 3324333233 0708080707 0708080707 0808080707 0808080W 1 4 
4 2 6 S 1 9 212221222212 121212222 112129 111119 2223333333 0709070605 0708070707 0810080504 0 8 ^ 8 ^ 9 4 
S ^ i n ^ s S l 2 223339 212221222212 111111111 211129 121119 4224233134 0808080707 0707070707 0909090707 0808080707 4 7 
^ A V l Z n i 11 129 222122222112 212122212 222219 111119 4114222234 0808080707 0808080707 0808080707 0808080707 2 1 
1 2 2 11111,1119 222121222222 212222211 222219 221119 3114233134 0708080707 0708080707 0809100706 0708090706 4 1 
=9 2 4 2 2 9 222121222122 2221222.2 111129 111119 3224233334 0808080707 0808080707 0909080707 : : 4 
^ O ； ' ' g „ 2222222239 222221222112 212122212 222219 111119 4114132134 0708080606 0607070707 0809100505 0708090606 1 1 
I 4 n n m Z S122222112 212122212 212129 222119 3324233233 0708080606 a708080606 0809090505 0708080606 11 
Z V l V l l 03 2222222339 222211222212 122112222 111129 111119 2324233234 0808080706 0707070707 0808080707 0 8 0 8 W 2 2 
0 5 3 I 5 4 4 07 11222233 9 112222222122 121221222 222219 121119 4234233134 0808080707 0808080707 0808090505 080809^ 2 4 
Z ^ 5 4 4 Z X S 2212212212 122112222 111129 221119 2324333233 0707070707 0707070707 0808080505 0808080606 3 
= l l V n Z n 123 39 211212222222 122112222 212129 121119 3224233234 0707080707 0707080707 0808080707 0707080707 4 8 
0 5 ^ 2 4 2 6 09 2122222239 221221222122 122112222 222219 111119 4114122124 0708100707 0607080706 0808100705 0708100706 4 6 
a ^ l l l A Z 1 111111 9 212221222212 122112222 222219 121119 4224233234 0708080706 0607070706 0808080707 0708080707 4 3 
二 ^4 4 2 3 ^^  2 9 ？？2221222122 212122212 222219 121119 3223222123 0708080707 0707070707 0809080707 07080807^ 3 1 
Z A A l 01 2222222239 112221222222 122112222 212129 111119 4224222134 0708100706 0707080707 0708090705 0708090706 4 6 
^ { 5 4 5 ^ 1211233341 222212222211 122212212 212129 111119 1344333233 0808070606 0707070707 0808080606 0808070606 4 8 
^ ^ 1 ^ 2 2 12 2 m S 222221222112 222122211 222219 111119 4214222124 0708090706 0708080707 0708090706 0708090706 2 1 
^ I t A V l ol 1 12239 222212222112 122112222 211129 121119 3224233134 0808080707 0707070606 0808090707 0808090707 2 7 二 1 G i I n S 212221122222 221122212 212121 121119 3214222234 0808080706 0707070707 0808080706 0808080706 4 3 
S S l , 4 2 4 01 2211223239 212222222112 122112222 222219 121119 4114133134 0708100707 0708080707 0809100707 0809100707 4 8 
二 二 二 二 二 221222112222 121222212 112129 111119 3223133133 0707080706 0707060707 0807080706 0808070606 4 8 
Z Va I I I oi m i m m 121222212222 212221212 111129 121129 4233133232 OSOSOTOTOT 0808070707 0808070707 0808070707 4 1 
\ \ \ \ n 121 1249 211221222222 211222221 212121 211111 2221229392 0706060505 0505060504 0910090506 0807080505 4 1 
^ ' " 2 2 6 0 2 1111111339 221222211222 111222222 112129 121119 9112299394 0610990899 0608990699 0608990499 0610060604 2 5 
二 二 二 23 114449 222222222221 222221221 122129 111112 9222143443 0809080799 0708070899 0808080899 0809080799 1 1 
0 1234124411 222122222112 222222222 999991 111111 2224132242 0899080706 0799079908 0799070908 0899080706 3 3 
二 二 二 2221112239 111222222222 122221122 222129 111119 3234144243 0809080706 0506060607 0909080304 0808080707 4 7 
1121213239 221222221122 122212212 111129 111199 9224243193 0799079999 0599039999 0799079999 0699069999 4 8 
\ 1122132339 112221222222 212222211 292129 122129 4323223423 0809070606 0708070606 0909070808 0809070706 4 1 
^ 4 1 2 1 2 2 12 1122232349 212221222221 211222221 222219 222129 9993999493 0809990599 0607990699 1005051005 0809070606 4 1 
\ 
101 
075 2 2 1 2 4 07 9999999991 212121222222 222222222 222219 999199 9994999293 0808999999 0808999999 0808999999 0808999999 4 5 
076 1 4 1 2 3 07 1122122249 122212222122 121222221 211129 121119 2231222494 0505040504 0404050505 0806080502 0806070403 4 2 
077 1 5 1 2 5 07 2211113239 212221222212 212222112 111129 111119 1334243142 0709050399 0708040699 1009100999 0807050599 4 5 
078 1 5 9 1 5 07 2222223339 221212222212 121222122 212229 111119 3114149134 0808070708 0808080809 1008080708 0908070707 4 4 
079 9 3 4 2 4 07 2211112339 222221211222 212221221 222219 111119 3224244144 0707070606 0606050607 0906090606 0808070707 4 6 
080 1 5 1 2 4 06 1142132349 112221222222 122221212 222219 121119 4124333234 0809060705 0908070605 0908060705 0809060705 4 8 
081 3 4 9 2 4 07 1111114449 122122221222 221211222 112129 111119 9334344143 0808070707 0707070708 0807080707 0808070707 4 5 
082 1 3 1 2 2 06 2222121129 212121222222 212221221 222219 111119 3213223424 0907080808 0808080808 0910070707 0908080707 4 3 
083 1 4 4 2 4 01 2121112341 212221221222 122222221 221129 111119 2244234242 0708060605 0505050606 0908070403 0607060504 4 7 
084 1 5 1 1 4 01 3221213231 112222221222 222222121 112129 111119 3324323143 0507050603 0307050504 0807060605 0808060604 4 7 
085 1 5 1 1 3 01 3111213139 111222222222 122221122 112129 111119 3334333143 0607060604 0506050506 0807080605 0707070605 4 6 
086 2 4 2 2 7 10 2122122339 122222222112 212122212 222219 222129 9234933243 0709089906 0809079908 0809080606 0809080606 2 3 
087 1 4 4 2 5 10 2311223239 122212222212 112222221 111129 212119 4324222134 0808089999 0707080899 0909080606 0908080707 3 2 
088 4 3 4 1 7 11 1232113339 112212222222 112122222 222219 212119 3224233233 0808080707 0606080808 0909080606 0708090606 1 1 
089 2 4 4 1 8 11 2213133339 222212222112 212122212 222219 112129 3234332134 0809070506 0809080707 0910080606 0809080707 2 1 
090 2 4 4 2 2 12 1121213339 222121222122 212122212 212129 111119 4334233143 0809080707 0708070707 0809080505 0810080606 4 1 
091 4 2 4 1 2 12 1231122329 211221222222 221222221 112129 121119 3224223244 0706080605 0707070808 0810080606 0808090706 4 1 
092 2 3 4 1 2 12 2221112339 212221221222 212122212 111129 122119 3224233133 0808080705 0505060707 0909080505 0809070505 4 1 
093 4 5 4 1 3 01 2211323139 121222122222 122221122 211129 111119 3224222234 0707080706 0606080707 0707070405 0707080506 4 6 
094 2 4 4 2 5 04 2211222339 112222222212 221222221 112129 121119 3224222133 0809080707 0606060606 0909080605 0809070605 2 5 
095 1 3 4 2 6 07 2233112349 222222221112 211122222 211129 121119 3234233143 0808070606 0707060607 0908080707 0908080708 4 5 
096 2 5 4 1 3 08 3311222349 112222122222 211222221 111129 121119 3334222223 0809080607 0708070607 0909080405 0809070608 2 3 
097 4 3 4 1 5 06 2121123449 122221122222 221221212 212129 111119 3224222133 0708080707 0707080708 0809080503 0707080605 4 5 
098 2 4 4 1 5 07 2222223349 222212112222 122222121 212129 111119 4234123134 0809080706 0808070707 0910080405 0809070707 3 4 
099 1 5 4 1 6 03 2222233239 112222122222 111222222 212129 111119 3234233233 0809070706 0707060606 0909080606 0908080707 4 7 
100 4 5 4 1 5 05 1221122239 111222222222 122221122 112129 111119 4224222133 0708080607 0707070708 0909090707 0808090707 4 5 
101 4 3 4 2 2 12 2322211339 211221222222 211222221 212129 121119 3224232133 0707070505 0606070606 0708080505 0708080606 4 1 
,02 1 3 1 1 2 12 2222113339 212122221222 121222221 211129 222129 9234233233 0907060599 0707070707 0909090707 0908070605 4 2 
103 2 4 1 1 7 13 2232222339 222221221212 212122221 222219 222129 9224333243 0809990699 0809990699 0909080505 0809070606 1 1 
104 3 4 5 1 4 07 1212212139 122122221222 121221222 112129 121119 3334344143 0808070707 0606060608 0908090707 0808070707 4 4 
105 1 5 1 1 3 05 1231123449 112221222222 121122222 112129 121119 2334233143 0809060606 0908060607 0908080505 0908070505 4 3 
106 2 5 4 2 2 03 1111223449 212222122222 112222221 111129 111119 2224243143 0708060505 0707060708 0909090505 0708070506 3 3 
107 1 4 4 2 2 04 2211123449 221221222212 112221222 112129 111119 3124234144 0808070606 0808070708 0908090606 0908080707 4 4 
108 9 4 4 2 3 07 2211113349 222222221112 212221212 112129 111119 4234144144 0606060505 0707050608 0908090405 0807070707 4 5 
^ 1 5 1 2 5 06 1111112349 212221222212 121222122 111129 221119 2344244243 0809060505 0807050607 0908080505 0907060505 4 4 
110 2 4 1 2 5 07 2211112339 212221222212 112222212 111129 121119 2234234143 0708060506 0706040506 1010080605 0907060505 4 4 
, , , 2 5 9 2 5 07 1222223449 121222222212 121222122 212129 111119 3224143134 0708070606 0808080809 1010090708 0809080707 4 5 
2 1 5 M 5 03 2212213249 212212222212 212222112 111129 111119 2334234243 0808070506 0708050607 0908080507 0908060607 4 5 
3 r , 1 6 07 2211223339 121222222212 121221222 212229 111119 3124244243 0807070707 0808050607 0908080605 0908070707 4 4 
4 5 2 6 07 22 2 249 212221222212 212122122 111129 111119 2334243132 0809050407 0708050606 0908080707 0908060^ 4 4 
5 2 2 6 10 1232123349 122222222112 212122212 222219 222129 9934933233 0808060699 0807079999 0908080505 0908080606 2 3 
6 w i i s i ? S2I I2239 212212122222 112122222 112129 111119 3324233133 0809070707 0707080808 0908080706 4 
7 ^ 4 ^ 2 7 06 12^123349 122222222112 112122222 221129 121119 3234234143 0908070607 0708070708 0910080504 0 8 0 ^ 3 6 
8 ' ^ 2 3 01 =112339 112222212222 122222121 221129 111119 2233243243 0607070605 0505050606 0909080404 0706060505 4 7 
9 3 ^ 1 4 02 1222333129 212212122222 222222221 212129 111119 3324233233 0707060505 0808070708 0808080707 08080807^ 4 8 
S ^ 4 ^ 1 3 ^ 7 m m m 9 112222221222 121212222 112129 111119 9324333133 0808070707 O6O6O6O6O7 09080907a7 : : 4 
2? 1 4 4 2 05 122122249 122212222122 111222222 211129 111119 2231222434 0606050605 0505070707 0907080504 0806070505 4 2 
22 4 4 S l i m i Z 212121222222 2,2121222 212129 111119 3213223424 0907080707 0808070807 0910070706 0 9 0 8 0 8 ^ 4 
^11233229 111222222222 122221122 211129 111119 3234222233 0807070606 0707070707 1010090505 0807070606 4 8 
S 4 ^ 2 3 ^ 222 S S S21222222 212221212 212129 221119 3324233133 0908060606 0908070708 0908090606 0908070606 4 3 
2 5 2 6 m 2 9 22222212 121222122 221129 111119 2234234243 0807060605 0606050507 0908080404 0 8 0 7 0 7 ^ 4 
l \ A \ e m 12 222^39 111222222222 112222222 211129 111119 2344233133 0708070606 0606060607 0909090707 0708070606 4 8 
S 5 3 s m 2 S 2 1 2 9 111222222222 122221122 212129 111119 3334234243 0708060606 0707070707 0807080505 0 8 0 7 0 7 ^ 4 8 
fo 5 s S 23222 239 2222122222 212221122 211129 111119 3334233143 0809070707 0707070708 0909090403 0808070606 4 7 
' ' 5 5 0 = : 2 2221222212 122112222 112129 111119 3214233134 0708090706 0708080707 0809090707 0708090706 3 3 
fo 2 S2222 9 im22222222 122112222 111129 111119 4213233133 0808080706 0707070707 0909090707 0909090706 2 6 




004 1 3 5 2 8 07 1211112339 222122222112 212122212 222219 211119 1234233233 1009080706 0808080707 1009080706 1009080706 1 2 
005 1 5 1 1 4 01 1112112239 212211222222 122121222 211129 121119 3314233334 0708070707 0607070707 0808080606 0808080707 4 5 
006 1 2 1 1 8 11 1121111129 222121221222 212222211 222219 111119 4322232333 1009090707 0808070707 1010080707 1009080707 1 1 
007 2 3 1 1 7 11 1122111129 222121222122 212122212 222219 221119 3213233233 0709080707 0708070707 0810080707 0809080707 2 1 
008 1 4 1 2 2 12 1122111229 222121222212 212122212 111129 121119 4213233234 0909080808 0808080707 0909090707 0909090707 4 1 
009 3 2 1 2 2 10 1111111119 222211222122 222122212 111129 111119 1314233233 0808080606 0808080606 0809070606 0808080606 2 1 
010 1 3 1 2 7 10 1111212229 222221222112 212122212 222219 221119 4214133334 0708070606 0707070606 0809080606 0808080606 2 1 
011 6 2 6 2 7 10 1111212229 222212222112 112212222 211129 111119 2323333233 0707070707 0607070706 0708070606 0708070606 2 1 
012 1 3 1 1 3 03 2233223329 212221222212 121212222 222219 221119 3214233233 0809080808 0808080808 0910090707 0910090808 2 2 
013 2 3 1 1 4 06 1133113339 122221122222 221122212 112129 221119 4324233233 0909080707 0808070606 0909080707 0909080707 3 4 
014 8 4 8 1 2 07 1122333339 112221222222 122112222 212121 111119 1324333333 0708070807 0707070707 0809080707 0808070707 3 3 
015 2 3 1 1 3 05 1111212229 212221222122 111222222 212129 222119 2324333233 0809080707 0707070707 0809080707 0809080707 4 4 
016 1 3 1 1 7 09 1111212229 112222122222 221221212 111129 111119 1324433333 0707070606 0606060606 0909080707 0808070606 4 6 
017 1 4 1 1 8 07 1121222229 112221222222 221121222 222219 221119 3224233234 0909090808 0808080707 0909080707 0909080707 4 7 
018 1 2 1 1 6 08 1222212339 222121222122 112222212 222129 222129 m m W ^ 0908080707 0707070707 0909080707 0909080707 2 5 
019 1 5 1 1 5 13 1122112239 212221212222 122112222 222121 221119 3324233234 0908080707 0707070707 0909080707 0908080707 4 5 
020 2 4 9 2 2 04 2211112339 212221222122 222222211 212129 111119 3324233233 0809080707 0707070707 0910080706 0809080707 3 3 
021 1 3 1 2 3 06 1111111139 212221212222 221122212 222219 121119 4224233234 1010090808 0808080808 1010090808 1010090808 4 5 
022 1 5 3 2 4 07 2222222229 212221122222 122212212 111129 111119 2224233234 0908080807 0808080807 0909080505 0909080706 3 5 
023 1 2 1 2 2 03 2211213339 212221122222 121212222 111129 222119 3234233334 0808080706 0505050607 0909080706 0808070606 3 3 
024 1 5 1 2 5 04 1111212339 122222212212 212122212 212129 111119 4444444244 0808080807 0707070808 0909080707 0808070707 3 5 
025 1 3 1 2 6 07 1111111229 212221222122 122112222 212129 111119 3224233233 0908080707 0708080808 0909080705 0909080706 2 2 
026 2 3 2 2 7 08 1111112339 222122222112 212122212 222219 221119 2333333233 0908080706 0808080808 0909080705 0909080705 2 3 
027 2 2 2 1 2 12 2222222229 222121222222 212122212 222219 221119 3223232333 0808080707 0808080707 0808080707 0808080707 3 1 
028 1 2 1 1 2 12 1111111229 222121222222 212122212 121129 111119 4414133233 0708070605 0707070707 0809080505 0808080707 4 1 
029 1 3 1 2 7 01 1111111129 222212222112 122112222 222219 111119 4324233233 0908070605 0808070707 0909080606 0909080706 3 8 
030 2 3 2 2 4 02 1122222229 212221222122 121212222 222219 111119 4334333233 0708070707 0808080899 0810080699 0810080699 3 8 
031 1 3 1 2 3 01 2322223339 212221212222 222122222 222219 221119 4224233234 0808080707 0707070707 0910090705 0809080706 4 4 
t m 6 2 6 2 2 01 1212223129 212222121222 121212222 212129 211119 2224233333 0707080807 0707080807 0808080606 0808080707 4 5 
033 5 5 5 1 8 02 1311333149 222212222112 122112222 212129 121119 4424444233 0808080808 0707070807 0808080707 0808080807 4 8 
034 2 3 2 1 5 01 1122222239 212221222122 122122222 222219 121119 3214232334 0708080606 0708070707 0808080707 0808080707 4 8 
0,5 3 4 3 1 3 01 1112224149 212211222222 122212212 212129 111119 2313333233 0807070706 0606070707 0910080706 0808070707 46 
065 6 3 3 2 3 01 2123112119 221222112222 121222212 112129 111119 3223133133 0707080706 0707060707 0807080706 0808070606 4 8 
: 1 4 6 2 3 01 2221113319 121222212222 212221212 111129 121129 4233133232 0808070707 0808070707 0808070707 0808070707 4 7 
^ J 2 1 1 2 12 1211111249 211221222222 211222221 212121 211111 2221229392 0706060505 0505C60504 0910090506 0807080505 4 1 
068 2 3 2 2 6 02 1111111339 221222211222 111222222 112129 121119 9112299394 0610990899 0608990699 0608990499 0610060604 2 5 
J S 2 3 9 1 8 I 1 1231114449 222222222221 222221221 122129 111112 9222143443 0809080799 0708070899 0808080899 0809080799 1 1 
： 2 1 2 2 12 1122132339 112221222222 212222211 292129 122129 4323223423 0809070606 0708070606 0909070808 0809070706 4 1 
ZVx l W l 2 f l S f i 21S122222I 211222221 222219 222129 9993999493 0809990599 0607990699 1005051005 0809070606 4 1 
075 2 2 1 2 407 9999999991 212121222222 222222222 222219 999199 9994999293 0808999999 0808999999 0808999999 0 8 0 ^ 4 5 
V M t Z 122212222122 121222221 211129 121119 2231222494 0505040504 0404050505 0 8 0 6 0 = 0 0^70^3 4 2 
077 5 , 2 5 07 2211113239 212221222212 212222112 111129 111119 1334243142 0709050399 0708040699 1009100999 0807050599 4 5 
0^8 5 J 1 5 07 2 S 2 2 S 3 3 9 221212222212 121222122 212229 1 1 1 1 1 9 3114149134 0808070708 0808080809 1008080708 0908070707 4 4 
080 1142132349 112221222222 122221212 222219 121119 4124333234 0809060705 0908070605 0908060705 0809060705 4 8 
00? 4 9 ^ 0 7 m 14449 122122221222 221211222 112129 111119 9334344143 0808070707 0707070708 0807080707 0808070707 4 5 
08； 3 1 2 2 06 2222 2 m 9 212121222222 212221221 222219 111119 3213223424 0907080808 0808080808 0910070707 0908080707 4 3 
l l l l l o X 3 S 2 I 31 112222221222 222222121 112129 111119 3324323143 0507050603 0307050504 0807060605 0808060604 4 7 
二 5 3 01 3111213139 111222222222 122221122 112129 111119 3334333143 0607060604 0506050506 0807080605 0707070605 4 6 
of . l l l l j m 2 22122339 122222222112 212122212 222219 222129 9234933243 0709089906 0809079908 0809080606 0809080606 2 3 
Z A l V l 2 2 S 1 3 9 mm221222 121222221 211129 222129 9234233233 0907060599 0707070707 0909090707 0908070605 4 2 
Z 2 4 7 3 S 2 2 39 222221221212 212122221 222219 222129 9224333243 0809990699 0809990699 0909080505 0809070606 1 1 
二 二 4 07 1212212139 122122221222 .121221222 112129 121119 3334344143 0808070707 0606060608 0908090707 0808070707 4 4 
二 二 2 二 二 72 21222222 121122222 112129 121119 2334233143 0809060606 0908060607 0908080505 0908070505 4 3 
5 i s S e 1 72^9 212221222212 121222122 111129 221119 2344244243 0809060505 0807050607 0908080505 0907060505 4 4 
2 4 i i = 212221222212 112222212 111129 121119 2234234143 0708060506 0706040506 1010080605 0907060505 4 4 
® 2 5 9 2 5 07 1222223449 121222222212 121222122 212129 111119 3224143134 0708070606 0808080809 1010090708 0809080707 4 5 
“ 2 m i 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 212222112 111129 111119 2334234243 0808070506 0708050607 0908080507 0908060607 4 5 
3 5 I 01 ？2 S 339 ^222222212 121221222 212229 111119 3124244243 0807070707 0808050607 0908080605 0908070707 4 4 
4 5 2 6 0 22 ^ 49 ^21222212 212122122 111129 111119 2334243132 0809050407 0708050606 0908080707 0908060^ 4 4 
5 I 1 1 Z S 12 349 122222222112 212122212 222219 222129 9934933233 0808060699 0807079999 0908080505 0908080^ 2 ！' 4 23 i ? S 2 22«9 llSl222222 212221212 212129 221119 3324233133 0908060606 0908070708 0908090606 0908070606 4 
5 " 5 m mimm 1222222222 122221122 212129 111119 3334234243 0708060606 0707070707 0807080505 0807070^ 4 8 
5 5 ； 2222122222 212221122 211129 111119 3334233143 0809070707 0707070708 0909090403 0808070606 4 7 
5 ? 0 2 2 ™ 2 9 ^12^1222212 122112222 112129 111119 3214233134 0708090706 0708080707 0809090707 0708090706 3 3 ' ' 3 ； n m S Z 1 1222222222 122112222 111129 111119 4213233133 0808080706 0707070707 0909090707 0909090706 2 6 




001 4 3 4 1 3 05 2222222239 212221222212 122112222 112129 111119 3214233134 0708090706 0708080707 0809090707 0708090706 3 3 
002 4 2 4 2 7 04 1222212339 211221222222 221212212 212129 121119 4224233234 0708090707 0707070707 0909090707 0807080707 3 5 
003 4 2 4 2 5 08 2222222229 212222222112 122122212 222219 121119 4224222224 0708080606 0708080808 0809090404 0809090707 4 6 
036 1 3 4 1 5 07 2222223339 112221222222 121212222 212129 111119 3224233234 0808080606 0707070707 0909090505 0808080606 3 4 
037 1 5 4 1 6 08 1111111339 222121222212 122212212 111129 222119 2333333233 0808080707 0707070707 0808080404 0808080606 1 3 
038 4 4 4 1 7 07 1111111229 121221222222 221222211 222219 121119 4114233134 0708090807 0708080807 0809100707 0708090807 4 8 
039 2 2 4 1 5 09 1211213249 212221222122 121212222 112129 111119 3224333233 0708080706 0708080706 0810080505 0709080605 3 4 
040 4 2 4 2 2 04 2222223249 212221122222 222112212 222219 111119 4234233234 0708080706 0607080706 0808090706 0808090706 3 2 
041 8 4 4 2 3 07 1111113149 212221122222 121222212 212129 221119 2334333233 0707070606 0707070606 0808080505 0707070505 4 4 
042 1 4 4 2 4 07 2211213339 212221222212 112212222 222219 121119 3223233333 0808080707 0707070606 0909080404 0808080606 3 3 
043 4 3 4 2 2 03 1111111129 212221222122 221222211 222219 111119 4234233134 0607080706 0607070706 0808080404 0707080605 2 2 
044 4 3 4 2 5 08 2211113339 222212222112 212221212 112129 222119 3324333233 0708080707 0708080707 0808080707 0808080707 1 4 
045 2 3 4 2 607 1111111119 212221222212 121212222 112129 111119 2223333333 0709070605 0708070707 0810080504 0809080606 9 4 
046 1 3 4 2 5 01 1211223339 212221222212 111111111 211129 121119 4224233134 0808080707 0707070707 0909090707 0808080707 4 7 
047 1 3 4 2 8 10 1111111129 222122222112 212122212 222219 111119 4114222234 0808080707 0808080707 0808080707 0808080707 2 1 
048 4 2 4 1 2 12 1111111119 222121222222 212222211 222219 221119 3114233134 0708080707 0708080707 0809100706 0708090706 4 1 
049 1 2 4 1 2 12 2222222229 222121222122 222122212 111129 111119 3224233334 0808080707 0808080707 0909080707 0909080707 4 1 
050 2 3 4 1 8 11 2222222239 222221222112 212122212 222219 111119 4114132134 0708080606 0607070707 0809100505 0708090606 1 1 
051 2 3 4 1 8 11 1111111139 222122222112 212122212 212129 222119 3324233233 0708080606 0708080606 0809090505 0708080606 1 1 
052 1 2 4 1 2 03 2222222339 222211222212 122112222 111129 111119 2324233234 0808080706 0707070707 0808080707 0808080706 2 2 
053 4 5 4 1 4 07 1122223339 112222222122 121221222 222219 121119 4234233134 0808080707 0808080707 0808090505 0808090606 2 4 
054 3 5 4 1 4 03 2211233339 222212212212 122112222 111129 221119 2324333233 0707070707 0707070707 0808080505 0808080606 3 5 
055 3 5 4 2 7 01 1111123139 211212222222 122112222 212129 121119 3224233234 0707080707 0707080707 0808080707 0707080707 4 8 
056 4 2 4 2 6 09 2122222239 221221222122 122112222 222219 111119 4114122124 0708100707 0607080706 0808100705 0708100706 4 6 
057 4 2 4 1 2 01 1111111119 212221222212 122112222 222219 121119 4224233234 0708080706 0607070706 0808080707 0708080707 4 3 
058 2 4 4 2 3 10 1111111229 122221222122 212122212 222219 121119 3223222123 0708080707 0707070707 0809080707 0708080707 3 1 
059 4 3 4 1 3 01 2222222239 112221222222 122112222 212129 111119 4224222134 0708100706 0707080707 0708090705 0708090706 4 6 
060 1 5 4 1 5 02 1211233341 222212222211 122212212 212129 111119 1344333233 0808070606 0707070707 0808080606 0808070606 4 8 
061 4 2 4 2 2 12 1211112229 222221222112 222122211 222219 111119 4214222124 0708090706 0708080707 0708090706 0708090706 2 1 
062 3 4 4 1 7 02 1111112239 222212222112 122112222 211129 121119 3224233134 0808080707 0707070606 0808090707 0808090707 2 7 
063 4 2 4 2 2 01 1111111129 212221122222 221122212 212121 121119 3214222234 0808080706 0707070707 0808080706 0808080706 4 3 
^ 4 5 4 2 4 01 2211223239 212222222112 122112222 222219 121119 4114133134 0708100707 0708080707 0809100707 0809100707 4 8 
二 4 5 4 2 8 10 1234124411 222122222112 222222222 999991 111111 2224132242 0899080706 0799079908 0799070908 0899080706 3 3 
0 7 ^ 5 4 1 4 01 2221112239 111222222222 122221122 222129 111119 3234144243 0809080706 0506060607 0909080304 0808080W 4 7 
2 ^ 4 3 4 2 5 o\ 112 213239 221222221122 122212212 111129 111199 9224243193 0799079999 0599039999 0799079999 06990699^ 4 8 
0 7 9 9 ^ 2 407 2211112339 222221211222 212221221 222219 111119 3224244144 0707070606 0606050607 0906090606 0808070707 4 6 
0 8 ^ ^ 2 4 01 2121112341 212221221222 122222221 221129 111119 2244234242 0708060605 0505050606 0908070403 0607060504 4 7 二 W A s ^  imiSm 122212222212 112222221 111129 212119 4324222134 0808089999 0707080899 0909080^ 0908» 2 
S A A V i 1 ^32113339 112212222222 112122222 222219 212119 3224233233 0808080707 0606080808 0909080606 0708090606 1 1 
Z j n 8 S 9 2 2 L 2 2 2 2 I I 2 212122212 222219 112129 3234332134 0809070506 0809080707 0910080606 08090807^ 2 
二 二 4 2 2 12 1121213339 222121222122 212122212 212129 111119 4334233143 0809080707 0708070707 080908^ 0 8 1 0 ^ 4 
^ , 4 2 4 1 2 2 S I22329 211221222222 221222221 112129 121119 3224223244 0706080605 0707070808 0810080606 0 4 
212 S 12339 212221221222 212122212 111129 122119 3224233133 0808080705 0505060707 0909080505 0809070505 4 1 
4 3^1 S S 3 9 12S2122222 122221122 211129 111119 3224222234 0707080706 0606080707 0707070405 0707080506 4 6 
= 4 二 9 二 2 2 2 2 1 2 221222221 1!2129 121119 3224222133 0809080707 0606060606 0909080605 0 二 = 2 5 
S m s i 222222221112 211122222 211129 121119 3234233143 0808070606 0707060607 0908080707 0908080708 4 5 
" ^ I I V A Z S 22349 112222122222 211222221 111129 121119 3334222223 0809080607 0708070607 0909080405 0809070^ 2 3 
^ l l V l l Z 2 2 23449 122221122222 221221212 212129 111119 3224222133 0708080707 0707080708 0809080503 0 = = 4 5 
5 07 2 22223349 222212112222 122222121 212129 111119 4234123134 0809080706 0808070707 091008^ 3 4 
603 S22233239 112222122222 111222222 212129 111119 3234233233 0809070706 0707060606 0909080606 0908080707 4 7 5； X S 2 9 022222222 122221122 112129 111119 4224222133 0708080607 0707070708 0909090707 0808090707 4 5 
\ T A V2 2 n S S 2 2 S 2 L 2 211222221 212129 121119 3224232133 0707070505 0606070606 0708080505 0708080606 4 1 
二 二 2 二 二 二 2 : 2 2 2 2 2 112222221 111129 111119 2224243143 0708060505 0707060708 0909090505 0708070506 3 3 
1 1 Z m f m Z 2 2 S S 2 2 2 2 1 2 112221222 112129 111119 3124234144 0808070606 0808070708 0908090606 0908080707 4 4 
S 13^9 S222222III2 212221212 112129 111119 4234144144 0606060505 0707050608 0908090405 0807070707 4 5 
n 二 2 二 2 212122222 112122222 112129 111119 3324233133 0809070707 0707080808 0908080706 ：二 4 
122222222112 112122222 221129 121119 3234234143 0908070607 0708070708 09100805(H 0 8 0 ^ 6 
i m m m m i z i i m i i 122222121 221129 111119 2233243243 0607070605 05050506O6 0909080404 0706060505 4 7 
' ' 4 1 4 ® i S S 2 9 2 S 2 2 2 2 2 2 222222221 212129 111119 3324233233 0707060505 0808070708 0808080707 0808080707 4 8 
2 4 4 3 01 ™ 9 1S22221222 121212222 112129 111119 9324333133 0808070707 0606060607 0908090707 0908070707 4 
2 Z ^ 2 22^9 m i m i i m 111222222 21 1 129 111119 2231222434 O6O6O5O6O5 0505070707 0907080504 0806070505 4 2 
S l l V l l ^ 212121222222 212121222 212129 111119 3213223424 0907080707 0808070807 0910070706 0908080707 4 
S 5 4 ^ 6 ^ ^ 1 1 2 ^ 2 9 lim2222222 122221122 211129 111119 3234222233 0807070606 0707070707 1010090505 0807070606 4 8 
S 2 1 ^ 9 2^2222212 121222122 221129 111119 2234234243 0807060605 0606050507 0908080404 0807070506 4 6 
26 ^ 2 6^2 I2 S nm2222222 112222222 211129 111119 2344233133 0708070606 0606060607 0909090707 0 7 0 8 ^ 4 8 




SPSS PROGRAM “PR0JECT2.INC" 
DATA LIST FILE='PR0JECT2.DAT' 
/ QNR 1-3 BESTBANK 5 NRBANKS 7 MJBANK 9 
SEX 11 AGE 13 OCCUPATE 15-16 
REPUTATE 18 COURTESY 19 FXRATE 20 FEES 21 LOCATION 22 QUEUE 23 
NRBRANCH 24 ASPERSON 25 OPENCTR 26 OTHERCRI 27 
MORTGAGE 29 CRDTCARD 30 PHONEBKG 31 SAVINGS 32 SECURITE 33 ATM 34 
TAXLOAN 35 ODLINE 36 CURRENT 37 FDEPOSIT 38 FXTRADE 39 OTHERSER 40 
RETURNCK 42 EXCOINS 43 CRCARDFE 44 REMITTAN 45 STOPCHCK 46 HOMELOAN 47 
ODCHARGE 48 GIFTCHCK 49 OTHERFEE 50 __ 
MOVEHOME 52 BETTERBK 53 FRIENDS 54 DISAPOIN 55 NEVERCON 56 OTHERCON 57 
SCBPHONE 59 SCBSECUR 60 SCBTAX 61 SCBNOTES 62 SCBOPEN 63 SCBOTHER 64 
SCBSAFE 66 SCBPOLIT 67 SCBQUEUE 68 SCBSIZE 69 SCBCOUNT 70 SCBPRICE 71 
SCBRATE 72 SCBLOCAT 73 SCBFX 74 SCBFAME 75 
HKBQUALI 77-78 HSBQUALI 79-80 SCBQUALI 81-82 BEAQUALI 83-84 
BOCQUALI 85-86 HKBCHRGE 88-89 HSBCHRGE 90-91 SCBCHRGE 92-93 
BEACHRGE 94-95 BOCCHRGE 96-97 HKBPLACE 99-100 HSBPLACE 101-102 
SCBPLACE 103-104 BEAPLACE 105-106 BOCPLACE 107-108 HKBIMAGE 1 0-111 
HSBIMAGE 112-113 SCBIMAGE 114-115 BEAIMAGE 116-117 BOCIMAGE 118-119 
EDUCATE 121 INCOME 123. 
VARIABLE LABELS 
QNR 'Questionnaire Number' 
BESTBANK 'Best bank in Hong Kong' 
NRBANKS 'Number of banks you have relationship' 




REPUTATE 'Importance of REPUTATION' 
COURTESY 'Importance of COURTESY' 
FXRATE ,Importance of F.X. & INTEREST RATES' 
FEES 'Importance of BANK CHARGES & FEES, 
location 'Importance of PROXIMITY OF THE BANK' 
QUEUE 'Importance of QUEUING TIME' 
NRBRANCH 'Importance of NUMBER OF BRANCHES' 
ASPERSON 'Importance of PERSONAL ADVICES' 
OPENCTR 'Importance of OPEN COUNTERS' 
OTHERCRI 'Importance of OTHER CRITERIA' 
MORTGAGE 'Like MORTGAGE LOAN most' 
CRDTCARD 'Like CREDIT CARD most' 
PHONEBKG 'Like PHONE BANKING most' 
savings 'Like SAVINGS ACCOUNT most' 
SECURITE 'Like TRADING SECURITIES most' 
ATM 'Like ATM most' 
TAXLOAN 'Like TAX LOAN most' 
ODLINE 'Like OVERDRAFT most' 
CURRENT 'Like CURRENT ACCOUNT most' 
FDEPOSIT 'Like FIXED DEPOSIT most' 
FXTRADE 'Like TRADING F.X. most' 
OTHERSER 'Like OTHER SERVICE most' 
RETURNCK 'Dislike RETURN CHEQUE CHARGE most' 
EXCOINS ,Dislike FEE FOR CHANGING COINS most' 
CRCARDFE 'Dislike CREDIT CARD ANNUAL FEE most' 
REMITTAN ,Dislike REMITTANCE HANDLING FEE most' 
STOPCHCK 'Dislike STOP CHEQUE FEE most' 
HOMELOAN 'Dislike HOME LOAN SET UP FEE most' 
ODCHARGE 'Dislike SET UP FEE FOR O.D. most' 
GIFTCHCK 'Dislike GIFT CHEQUE FEE most, 
OTHERFEE 'Dislike OTHER FEES most' 
\ 
105 
MOVEHOME ,Change bank: if MOVE HOME OR OFFICE' 
BETTERBK ,Change bank: if OTHERS OFFER BETTER' 
FRIENDS 'Change bank: if FRIENDS RECOMMEND IT' 
DISAPOIN ,Change bank: if EXIST. BK DISAPPOINT ME' 
NEVERCON 'NEVER THOUGHT OF SWITCHING BANKER' 
OTHERCON ,Change banker under OTHER CIRCUMSTANCE' 
SCBPHONE 'SCB has PHONE BANKING' 
SCBSECUR 'SCB has TRADING OF SECURITIES SERVICE' 
SCBTAX 'SCB provides TAX LOAN' 
SCBNOTES 'SCB ISSUES NOTES' 
SCBOPEN 'SCB has OPEN COUNTERS' 
SCBOTHER 'SCB provides OTHER SERVICES' 
SCBSAFE 'SCB has poor security system' 
SCBPOLIT 'Staff of SCB are very polite' 
SCBQUEUE 'Queuing time in SCB is short' 
SCBSIZE 'SCB is a small bank in H.K.' 
SCBCOUNT 'Comfortable with open counters of SCB' 
SCBPRICE 'The charges of SCB are low' 
SCBRATE 'SCB offers good deposit interest rates' 
SCBLOCAT 'SCB is close to my office or residence' 
SCBFX 'The SCB f.x. rates are favourable' 
SCBFAME 'SCB has a poor image' 
HKBQUALI 'Score of HKB for QUALITY OF SERVICE' 
HSBQUALI 'Score of HSB for QUALITY OF SERVICE' 
SCBQUALI 'Score of SCB for QUALITY OF SERVICE, 
BEAQUALI 'Score of BEA for QUALITY OF SERVICE, 
BOCQUALI 'Score of BOC for QUALITY OF SERVICE, 
HKBCHRGE 'Score of HKB for REASONABLENESS OF FEES' 
HSBCHRGE 'Score of HSB for REASONABLENESS OF FEES' 
SCBCHRGE 'Score of SCB for REASONABLENESS OF FEES' 
BEACHRGE 'Score of BEA for REASONABLENESS OF FEES' 
BOCCHRGE ,Score of BOC for REASONABLENESS OF FEES' 
HKBPLACE ,Score of HKB for CONVENIENCE OF LOCATION' 
HSBPLACE ,Score of HSB for CONVENIENCE OF LOCATION' 
SCBPLACE ,Score of SCB for CONVENIENCE OF LOCATION' 
BEAPLACE 'Score of BEA for CONVENIENCE OF LOCATION' 
BOCPLACE ,Score of BOC for CONVENIENCE OF LOCATION, 
HKBIMAGE 'Score of HKB for IMAGE' 
HSBIMAGE 'Score of HSB for IMAGE' 
SCBIMAGE 'Score of SCB for IMAGE' 
BEAIMAGE 'Score of BEA for IMAGE' 
BOCIMAGE 'Score of BOC for IMAGE' 
EDUCATE 'Education level' 
INCOME 'Monthly income'. 
VA盟TSS【L? ,HO Kong Bank' 2 'Hang Seng Bank' 3 ；Citibank' 4 'SCB' 
5 IBank o干 East Asia' 6 'Bank of America' 7 'Bank of China' 
8 'Chase Manhattan Bank' 9 'Others' , ^ .. 
/ NRBANKS 1 'None' 2 'One' 3 'Two' 4 'Three 5 More than three' 
/ MJBANK 1 'Hong Kong Bank' 2 'Hang Seng Bank' 3 Citibank' 4 SCB 
5 /Bank of East Asia' 6 'Bank of America' 7 'Bank of China' 
8 'Chase Manhattan Bank' 9 'Others' 
/ ecy 1 'Male' 2 'Female' 
/ APP >Te\ou 18' 2 '18 to 23' 3 '24 to 29' 4 '30 to 35, 
, 礙 I , 器 i ? , 6 '11 to 47' 7 '48 to 53' 8 '5Z to 60' 
/ OCCUPATE 01 'Professional' 02 'Merchant or equivalent' 03 ；Sales person 
04 'Secretary' 05 'Technician' 06 'Teacher 
07 'Clerical worker' 08 'Manual labour worker' 
09 'Disciplinary Forces' 10 ,Housewife' 11 'Retired' 
12 'Student' 13 'Others' 
/ REPUTATE TO OTHERCRI 1 'EXTREMELY IMPORTANT' 
‘ 2 ,SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT' 
3 'SLIGHTLY UNIMPORTANT' 
4 'EXTREMELY UNIMPORTANT' 
/ MORTGAGE TO SCBOTHER 1 'Yes' 2 
/ SCBSAFE TO SCBFAME 1 'STRONGLY AGREE' 
‘ 2 'SLIGHTLY AGREE' 
3 'SLIGHTLY DISAGREE' 
4 'STRONGLY DISAGREE' 
/ EDUCATE 1 'Primary or below' 2 'Form 1 to Form 5' 
3 /Form 6 to Form 7' 4 'Post secondary and above' 
\ 
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/ INCOME 1 'Below $5,000, 2 '$5,001 to $10,000' 3 '$10,001 to $15,000' 
4 '$15,001 to $20,000' 5 ,$20,001 to $25,000' 
6 '$25,001 to $30,000, 7 '$30,001 to $35,000' 8 ,Above 35,000,. 
RECODE SCBPOLIT (1=4) (2=3) (3=2) (4=1) 
/ SCBQUEUE (1=4) (2=3) (3=2) (4=1) 
/ SCBCOUNT (1=4> (2=3) (3=2) (4=1) 
/ SCBPRICE (1=4) (2=3) (3=2) (4=1) 
/ SCBRATE (1=4) (2=3) (3=2) (4=1) 
/ SCBLOCAT (1=4) (2=3) (3=2) (4=1) 
/ SCBFX (1=4) (2=3) (3=2) (4=1). 
MISSING VALUES QNR (999)/ BESTBANK (0)/ NRBANKS (9)/ MJBANK (0) 
/ SEX TO AGE (9)/ OCCUPATE (99)/ R E P U T A T E TO S C B F A M E (9) 
/ HKBQUALI TO BOCIMAGE (99)/ EDUCATE TO INCOME (9). 
COMPUTE HKBSCORE = HKBQUALI + HKBCHRGE + HKBPLACE + HKBIMAGE. 
COMPUTE HSBSCORE = HSBQUALI + HSBCHRGE + HSBPLACE + HSBIMAGE. 
COMPUTE SCBSCORE = SCBQUALI + SCBCHRGE + SCBPLACE + SCBIMAGE. 
COMPUTE BEASCORE = BEAQUALI + BEACHRGE + BEAPLACE + BEAIMAGE. 
COMPUTE BOCSCORE = BOCQUALI + BOCCHRGE + BOCPLACE + BOCIMAGE. 
COMPUTE ATSCORE = SCBSAFE + SCBPOLIT + SCBQUEUE + SCBSIZE 
+ SCBCOUNT + SCBPRICE + SCBRATE + SCBLOCAT + SCBFX + SCBFAME. 
VARIABLE LABELS 
HKBSCORE 'Total score for HONG KONG BANK' 
HSBSCORE 'Total score for HANG SENG BANK' 
SCBSCORE 'Total score for SCB' 
BEASCORE 'Total score for BANK OF EAST ASIA' 
BOCSCORE 'Total score for BANK OF CHINA' 
ATSCORE 'Attitude score for SCB'. 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=BESTBANK TO INCOME/HKBSCORE TO ATSCORE 
/FORMAT=NEWPAGE/BARCHART/STATIST ICS=MEAN• 
CORRELATION AGE INCOME HKBSCORE HSBSCORE SCBSCORE BEASCORE BOCSCORE ATSCORE 
/STATISTICS:]. 
T-TEST PAIRS=SCBQUALI WITH HKBQUALI HSBQUALI BEAQUALI BOCQUALI. 
T - T E S T P A I R S = S C B C H R G E W I T H H K B C H R G E H S B C H R G E B E A C H R G E B O C C H R G E . 
T - T E S T P A I R S = S C B P L A C E W I T H H K B P L A C E H S B P L A C E B E A P L A C E B O C P L A C E . 
T - T E S T P A I R S = S C B I M A G E W I T H H K B I M A G E H S B I M A G E B E A I M A G E B O C I M A G E . 
T T P Q T P A T R S - S C B S C O R E W I T H H K B S C O R E HSBSCORE、 B E A S C O R E B O C S C O R E . 
P A i R l R E p S m i COURTESY FXRATE FEES LOCATION QUEUE NRBRANCH ASPERSON 
OPENCTR OTHERCRI. 
RECODE BESTBANK (1=1) (2=2) (3=3) (4=4) (5 THRU 9=3). 
VALUE LABELS BESTBANK 1 'Hong Kong Bank' 
2 'Hang Seng Bank' 
3 'Other Banks' 
4 'SCB'. 
RECODE MJBANK (1=1) (2=2) (3=3) (4=4) (5 THRU 9=3). 
VALUE LABELS MJBANK 1 'Hong Kong Bank' 
2 'Hang Seng Bank' 
3 'Other Banks' 
4 'SCB'. 
RECODE AGE (1 THRU 4=1) (5 THRU 8=2). 
VALUE LABELS AGE 1 'Age 35 or below' 2 'Age 36 or above'. 
RECODE O C C U P A T E (01 THRU 02=1) (03 THRU 09=2) (10 THRU 13=3). 
VALUE LABELS OCCUPATE 1 'Professionals and Merchants' 
2 'General Working Class' 
3 'Non Working Class'. 
RECODE EDUCATE (1 THRU 3=1) (4=2). [ 7, 
VALUE LABELS EDUCATE 1 'Form 7 and below' 2 'Above Form 7 • 
RECODE INCOME (1 THRU 4=1) (5 THRU 8=2). 
VALUE LABELS INCOME 1 '$20,000 or below' 2 'Above $20,000'. 
RECODE ATSCORE (10 THRU 25=1) (16 THRU 40=2). 
VARIABLES LABELS ATSCORE 'Attitude towards SCB'. 
VALUE LABELS ATSCORE 1 'Unfavourable' 2 'Favourable'. 
R E C O D E S C B S C O R E (0 THRU 29=1) (30 THRU 40=2). 
VARIABLES LABELS SCBSCORE 'Overall scores for SCB'. 
V A L U F L A ^ L S SCBSCORE 1 'Low: 0 - 29' 2 'High: 30 - 40'. 




CROSSTABS AGE SEX OCCUPATE EDUCATE INCOME BY SCBSC0RE/0PTI0NS=3 4 5 
/STATISTICS:，. 
CROSSTABS AGE SEX OCCUPATE EDUCATE INCOME BY ATSC0RE/0PTI0NS=3 4 5 
/STATISTICS:，. 
RECODE BESTBANK (1 THRU 3=1) (4=2). 
VALUE LABELS BESTBANK 1 'Other Banks' 
2 'SCB'. 
RECODE MJBANK (1 THRU 3=1) (4=2). 
VALUE LABELS MJBANK 1 'Other Banks' 
2 'SCB'. 
CROSSTABS AGE SEX OCCUPATE EDUCATE INCOME BY BESTBANK/OPTIONS 3 4 5 
/STATISTICS=1. 
CROSSTABS AGE SEX OCCUPATE EDUCATE INCOME BY MJBANK/OPTIONS 3 4 5 
/STATISTICS:，. 
CROSSTABS MJBANK BY BESTBANK/OPTIONS 3 4 5 
/STATISTICS:，. 
CROSSTABS MJBANK BY NEVERCON/OPTIONS 3 4 5 
/STATISTICS:]. 
CROSSTABS MORTGAGE CRDTCARD PHONEBKG SANJ^N^，=二IJ^ JA^二J；巧LINE 
CURRENT FXTRADE OTHERSER RETURNCK EXCOINS CRCARDFE REMITTAN STOPCHCK 


































































































































































































































Analysis of Products/Services 
and Charges 
t 
Percentage Matrix of Products/Services like most 
(%) 70 I • “ 
60- { • • ) 
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1 力 FX 
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20 • ° „ Phone banking & 
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10 OD Tax Loan 
I I 1 I 1 ‘ ‘ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 网 
SCB Major 
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APPENDIX 12 113 
Rating of Banks 
Quality of Service Reasonableness of Level of Fees 
/ 
|r 7.5r • -
4 1 - HKB HSB MSB 
I; ^ ；:: ^ 
I 7.： • SCB S 7.1 • HKB 
I ef S 7- + 
^ II： BOCA I BOC ‘ 
I I IBCX X I e.»- 脏 ； SCB 
I 6：8 I 7 I 7：2 I 7：41 7：« I 7：8 I ‘ ‘ « . 乃 « « « « ® ^ 7-06 7 .1 
6.3 S.S 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.5 7.7 7.9 S C B Major 
S C B Major ^ � . 广 
•X W 对 + 
Convenience of Location 'mage 
g5C HKB oc^WSB 
8 4 : HSB 6 -
ti2 • A 7.8 -
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4 I I • SCB f 7.4 - SCB 
f 7.8 • 5 7.2 • 
2 7.4- ffl 7 . 
§ "f： ？ I I boga 
I 6.a • bO£A S o 
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